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In this thesis we study subalgebraa of Rome  algebras which are 
automatically closed, 
r automatically closed. we mean that the subalgebra would ordin-
arily fail to be closed but for certain extra oond.itiona,uaually 
algebraic in nature.Se results derive from the automatic closure 
of a aubspaoe in a Banach apaóe.Ifoimyer most results rely heavily on 
the fact that the subspace is a aubalgebra. 
We also show that many of these results can be transformed into 
results in a certain class of Jordan algebras called JB* -algebras* 
Since some Impub].iahed results on JB*_algebraa are needad.,the relevant 
definitions and most of the proofs are provided, 
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ciAP1R I INTRODUCTION 
Let A be a Banach algebra and B a subalgebra • What are 
conditions sufficent for B to be closed.? In this thesis we give some 
examples of aufficent conditions • These conditions have, in the 
. main , an algebraic flavour . For example , B could be an ideal or a 
sum of subalgebras • Suppose X is a Banach space and Y a subspace . 
If , by application of some algebraic type conditions # we conclude 
that Y is closed., then we say Y is automatically closed.. Thus we 
ought to expect a Banach algebra to be the natural'. habitat of 
automatic closure • 	 . 
There are some automatic closure results in a setting as general 
as a Banach apace or even a topological vector space which gain no 
interest from a Banach algebra setting • Results of this type are 
listed below and an indication is given as to where a proof may be 
found. • For completeness the results discussed in this thesis are also 
included . 	. 
CcSQ 	In Chapter 11 the Banach algebra autcmiati4esults are given. 
We mention two highlights . 
Let A be .a Banach algebra and L and R closed left and right 
ideals in A respectively • Suppose that R has a bounded left approx-
imate identity, then L + R is closed. , (Theorem 11.1.9) 
Let A be a Banach algebra and B a real closed subalgebra with 1, 
such that B(Her(B) +iir(A) o Then B+iB 'is a.C*algebra,. 
(Theorem 1142.6) 
In Chapter III some of these results are transformed into JB* 
algebra results • Since this requires a considerable amount of unpub-
lished theory of JB-elgebras we present a brief development of the 
theory 
A List of Automatic Closure Results 
When a result is prove( in this. thesis the reference shall be to 
its Occurrence in this thesis .Thus Theorem 11.1.9 refere to Theorem 9 
of Section 1 of Chapter II 
Let X be a topological vector space and Y and Z closed. subspaces. 
If Z is finite dimensional then Y + Z is closed. . (Kelley and Nainioka 
[24] p.) 
j 	Let X bea BRnRCh space and P a bounded linear operator on I. 
If R is the range of T,and R has finite oo-dimension then B is closed.. 
(As with results () and (4) , this is well known but no reference 
could, be found 
j 	Let X be a topological vector apace and S a closed subset 
not containing 0 • Let A be a closed set of scalars , also not 
containing 0 , then AS is closed. • (See (2) .) 
j 	let X be a Banach apace and P ound.ed linear operator on X. 
Let I denote the identity operator on X • If T is compact then R, 
the range of 1+ P ,ia cloged. . (see (2) • ) 
Let X and Y be Banach spaces and Sa bounded linear operator 
from I to I. Then S has closed range if and only if 5* does 
(Johnaon [21] p.6 • ) 
Let Xbe aBanach apace aMVi and V3 closed. aubapaoea .Then 
V, + V2 is closed, if and only if V,̂ - + 	is closed. in.X . 
(Baiter [26] .) 	 ' 
171 Let X be a Banach apace , and Y and Z closed. subspaces 
Suppose 3 C 3(X) such that, 
A(X) C r (A C * ) , 
A(Z) C 	(A) , 
0 is bounded. , 
(iv) 	V ycY, 	 <(. 




Let X Y + Z. be a Banach apace with Y and Z closed. subspaces' . 
Then 3CB(X) with , 
A(X)CY 	(Ace), 
A(z)cz 	(A) •,. 
I is bounded.,, 
V yc Y 3A f I with y -Ay • (Loma 11.1.8 o ) 
j 	Let A be a Banah algebra with bounded left approximate identity. 
Then all xim&t left ideals in A are closed . (Theorem 11,1.6 .) 
io) list A be a Banaáh algebra and X a left Banach A-module .Suppose A 
has a bounded left approximate identity for X • Then AX is closed. in X. 
(Theorem 11.1.3 	.) 
(ii) Let A be a Banáoh algebra and L and. R closed left and right ideals 
respectively • Suppose R has a bounded left approximate identity .Then 
L + R is closed.. (Theorem II,1 09 .) 
Let J be a left ideal in a Banách algebra such that 7. is finitely 
generated by elements from .J • Then .7 is .closed . (Sinclair and Tullo 
DI  .) 
Let R be a real closed self-adjoint subalgebra with I , of a 
algebra .Then R + i R is a C-algebra . (Theorem 11.2.5 .) 
Let A be a C-algebra, with I and B a closed. self-adjoiñt A+bimodule 
with B 3 C A. Then A + B is a C*-algebra . (corollary 11.2.2 .) 
Let E.,El, •.. 	be n closed subspaces of a C*-algebra 
Suppose I C Eo 81 Et EJ C EL,J mod(n) and L C L.L mod(n) Then if 
= 	for some k C 3N and E n ( 5 +Ea + ... + En-i 	0 j then 
lio.i Si + ... + Sni is a C-algebra . (Theorem 11,2,4 •) 
(i.e) Let A be a C*_a].gebra , B a C*_aubalgebra, and .1 a cloBed ideal 
iflA-.  Then B.+I i's aC*_algebra. (Theorem fl,2,7 .) 
(W) let be a compact apace and c( E , c) have the topology of 
	4 
uniform Convergence 'on compact subsets Of E • If W is a closed wedge in 
C(E,) and w2 CWand u(-w)rc(E,),  then u-ujaa 
closed aubaigebra of c( E' v 3R) . ( Bonsai]. [6] .) 
let J be a closed ideal and I a' closed self-adjoint quadratic ideal 
in a JB*_algebra.. Then I + J is closed , (Theorem 111.4.3 ) . 
let I be a closed, ideal and B a JB-subalgebra of a JB-algebra 
Then I + B is a JB-algebra • (Theorem 111.4.4 •) 
let A. be a JB-aubalgeba with I and B a closed self-a&joint sub-
apace such that A o B .0 B and B 0 B C A • Then A-i. B is a JB*_a].gebra • 
(Theorem 111.4.6 
.) 
let El , E2 , ... , E_1 be n closed subspaces of a a'*-algebra , 
such that I E Eo, EL 0 Ej C E+j mod(n) 	Et C 	mod(n) If 
U = 2k for some k c j and E. r ( E 1 + E 2 + ... + E_ 1 ) = 0 J than 
B0 + E, + ... + En-i is a JB*_algebra . (Theorem 111.4.7'.) 
22) Let B be a real closed self-adjoint aubalgebra with 1., of a JB-
algebra • Then B + ' i B is a JB-algebra . (Theorem 111.4.8 .) 
(23) Let W be a closed type-0 locally multiplicative wedge in a complex 
Bin,ch Jordan algebra • Suppose 3 M> 0 such that 	( I + w ) I I <M 
( w c Wi . Than x<.) , the spectral radius, is an equivalent norm on 
W - W, and ( w -w, r(.) ) is a JB-aigebra . (Theorem 111.4.18 .) 
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CHAPTER II BANACH AI&EBRAS 
In Chapter II we ahs11  give acme automatic closure results in C*- 
algebras and more generally in B-n'oh algebras. 
§ I Banach Algebra  with bounded approximate identity 
In this section our results are in Bariach algebras with a bounded 
approximate identity and without a unit • We start; with Theorem 52.22 
of Hewitt and Rosa [19) • 
Definition 1.1 
	
Let A be a Banach algebra and e 	a bounded it in A such that 
approximate identity • Similarly if 11 a 	- e  a 	-11 0 ( a CA ) , then 
e X I is a bounded left approximate , identity 
Definition 1,2  
Let A be a BsnRch algebra and X a Banach space , both over the same 
field P , (always either ]R or 9) . Suppose 3 z A xX'Xaa follows; 
• is bilinear and bounded. • Then X is a Banach left A-module and. ( a, 
is denoted a x ,' (See Bonsai1 and Duncan [ii] § 9 .) 
Theorem 113 
let A be a Ban'i.ch algebra with bounded left approximate identity, 
and X a Banach left A-soc1ule • Then A I is closed in I. 
Proof: The proof (see Hewitt and Rosa [19] Theorem 32.22 , also given in 
Theorem 11.10 .Boneail and Duncan [ii] ) , relies on the following 
factorization result • Let x (X, 6> 0 be given, then 3 a (A y c  
such that x = a y and I I x - 	6 . 
We next consider a result of Green [18] . 
lemma 1.4  ( Green [sB] ) 
Let A be a Banaoh algebra with bounded, right approximate identity 
let I anjCA, with an&EA.'.Than3t zjCA,b , z CA, such 
that z -b , an =zb , and a= z  • 
Proof z Let Ye xx a , 	.a - an then y, -, 0 • By Corollary I 1.12 
( Eonaall and. Duncan [ii] ) , 3 Xbn  J CA with b • 0 , y 	bb 
Let znbo—bn ,zbo . Then ana—ynyo yn (bo _bn )b 
zn b , a = bob , and Z - z • 
LRnnp 1-.5 ( Green [18]) 
Let A be a Baaaoh algebra, L a dma1 left ideal in A , And 
Xo..CA. IetJ = I a CA $ ax0 c  I • Then either J = A v or  is  
maximal modular left ideal . In either case J is closed. , 
Proof: Suppose J j A • Then 3 a0 c A with a0x0 , L • Since L is Dr1nul 
taxo+lZa(A,lCLJ=A.Let [y]A/L. Than yaxo+lfor 
some aCA,l(L.Hance [y]A[xo] where A.ia the image oraunder 
the left regular representation of A on A/L . Thus—C's] is a cyclic vector 
for this representation, Let X be a subspace of A/L such that A cx, 
i.e. X is an invariant subspace of the mpreaentation.. Let 
Y 	y (A : [y] C x J • since [a y] = A(y) C X for all..a C A, 
c 	Y is a left ideal aontai-nin L • Hence X 	Thus A/L is irreducible 
and. hence by Prop • 24.4 (Bonsai]. and Duncan [11) ) , J = ker ( xo ) is a 
maxima], modular left ideal • Hence J is closed, ( see Corollary 9.4 
Boneall and Duncan [ii] ) 
Theorem 1.6 ( Green [18u 
Let A be a Banaoh)vith bounded right approximate. identity. 
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Then every maximal left ideal is  clo'ed. . 
&'oof: Let L be a maximal left ideal in A • let 	Bin an , with 
L an C. By LenEa 1.4 3 zn a , b A with zn -, a , 	a ,b , and 
an 	Since an c L , Zn C a A : a b C L 	and by Lemma 1.5 
a C a (A 2 a b CL J • Hence 	a bnd. thus L is closed. . 
Now we consider the sum of a closed left and a closed right ideal . 
This sum was first ahøm tc be closed by Combos [0] in C'—algebras and 
then by Rud.in in Banach algebras when the right ideal has a bounded left 
approximate identity • We shall give RuM-n's proof which requires an 
automatic closure result iiivo].ving a bounded approximate identity, of 
sorts • for bounded; linear operators on a Banach space . 
LenEa 1.7 (Rud.in [29] ) 
Suppose Y. and. Z are closed subspace  of the Banach space X, and. 
C B(X) , where B(x) is the hounded linear operators on X, has the 
following properties 
(i) 	A(X)CY ,(A), 
A(Z)CZ, (Ac*), 
* is bounded, 
(iv) 	VyCy.,(>OBA(* with lly_AyII<(. 
Then Y 	is closed. . 
Proof : Let x be a limit point of T + Z • Choose (p > 0 so that E en <. 
Then 3vnT+Z such that fl x — Vn I  '0,11 Vp Vp—i I 	<Cn:fOr 
n2. Putxj -=v, j, 
-Icn =V 	then j Xn 	4 (n ,and Xz!x . 
Since 3rn c Y + Z 03 yn CY., Zp CZ with x0 =y +z, .Then by(iv) 
3AnC* such that 
Yn — Anyn II 4 cn 
Since Anis linear ,x+n,where YnYnAYn+Anxnand 
Zfl = Zn — ApZp 6 
- 	 8 
By (i) 'Yn C Y and (ii) Z • Since 0 is bounded 3 1!> 0 such that 
IiAnXnlIM IIXnIo 
(1.1.) anI 	 since Yand.Z are closed 
Therefore x .= y + z C Y + Z and thus Y + Z is closed. . 
In addition to the Banach algebra case , the above result was used 
by fludin (19) to prove some automatic olosureon algebras of functions 
of several complex variables and on groups , neither of which will be 
proved. here • A1ào of interest is a converea; to Iennna 1.7 found by 
Stegenga [2] • 
Dm&-1 .8 ( Stegenga [2] ) 
Let X be a Banach space and Y and Z closed. subspacea.with X = Y + Z . 
Then 3 0 a bounded subset of B(X) such that 
(i) 
A(Z) C  , ( 	C 
Furthermore V y c Y 3 A C I with Ày y. 
Proof: Choose yo, e Y, then by the Hahn-Banaoh Theorem 3 4 £ XI , the 
dual of X, such that 
i= H41II and  II Yo (1 	41(yo) 
Also 3 	C (y/ .Y fl Z )' with 
I[ 02 11=1 and 	(yo +yflz)y o +ynz IL. 
FinaLLy there exists So ( 7 fl Z with 
(1.2) 	U Yo - zo U 4 2 inf : II yo - z[I z z C Y (Z j 
x2l1yo+YflZII.. 
If y0.( YflZ define 
(i.) 	A(x) 	,(x) z o II Yo 
and if Yo Y C Z define 
(1.4) 	A(x) =4i(x) zo II Yo 
+(y+Yiz) ( Yo zo  ) II yo +Y('Z 
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where x = y + z , y c Y and z C Z • If x 	+ , 'y~ cYandz C Z , 
then y+YAZy+YAZ and thus Ais well defined .Clearly Aisa 
linear operator • since z 0 i Y A Z,and x e z implies 2(y + Y Az) 0 
where x =y + z , y ( Y ,z C Z;; A mapa X into Y and. Z into Z • Thus 
it remains to show that 1I.A I I does not depend on Yo 
If Yo C  AZ and A is, defined as in (i.) then II A II >4. Now 
consider the second case , i.e. (1 .4) . . 
tI:A(x).,I.IIIzo;I1IIxI1II  YO* 
 
II 
+ IIYoo LI II y0 +YAZ Il' II y+YAZ II 
and by (1 .2) [1 yo - 0 II II Yo + Y A Z I I": 2 	and 
so 	 yo 	Z 	+ Il yo 11 	Thus 
1.1 A(x)  II 4  (1.1 Yo 	Z0 II + 	II Yo.I;I 	) II xli [I Yo Ii 
+ 2 11 y+YñZ II 
Also by (1.2) II. so 	yo II 4 2 Iii Yo II and thus 
IIA(x) 3 IIx11.+2 IIy+YAz II 
Next we have X /. Y A Z Y / Y AZ ez / Y A Z • Since Y / Y A Z 
and Z / Y AZ are closed , by the closed graph theorem the projection, P, 
Of x/ Y AZ onto Y / Y AZ is continuous,henoe bounded • Thus for all 
yCY,ztZ, 
I.Iy+YAzIIzIiP(y+z+ynz)lI 	IIPIIy+z+YflZ 
II PH IIy+z II .' 
Therefore. 
I; I A(x) 	I. '. 	LI x 	+ 2 I • I ! 1111 x 
=( 211 P i1 + 	) II xI 	• 
And now the main result • 
Theorem 1-9—( Rudin [29] ) 
Let A be a Banaoh algebra L and R closed left and right ideals 
respectively . Suppose that R has a bounded left approximate identity 
TkhenL+Ria closed. 
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Proof t Let t e  J be the bounded left approximate identity for R . 
For each > let &$x) eA x 
( X C A ) • 
Iet=A Jthan , x 
(i) AA(x) ER ( XE A ) since e  C R and R is a right ideal , 
L (ii) Ax(x) EL ( x C K ) since L is a left ideal 
• is bounded since II A I I c  I I e Ix  I I 
V x c R , C > 0 , 3 A such that I I x - AA(x) 	C 	since e 
is a bounded approximate identity for R. 
Thus by Lemma 1.7 L + R is closed. 
In a CS-algebra a closed right ideal has a bounded left appro{mate 
identity (see Dizmier [16] 1.7. ) 
Corollary- 1.1.0 
In a unital C5 -algebra the mn of a closed left and a closed right 
ideal is closed • 
It seems reasonable to expect some adaptation of the above results 
to work for the sum of two closed left or two closed right ideals in a 
C5 algebra. Oddly , this fails utterly • We give an example of RUdin' a 
[29) in the Banach algebra of bounded linear operators on a Banach 
()(\ apace • We first need a lemma of some interest N its own , which,. as 
Rudin says, is undoubtedly well. known • However no reference can be founds 
so a proof is included 
- Le Tma i • 1 1 (Rudin 129] .) 
Let I be an infinite dimensional Banach space , then X contains 
closed subspaces Y and Z, such that Y fl Z = 101 and Y + Z is not closed. • 
Proof:We may.  assume I has a Sohs&uder basis I uL, ( sew Day [14) Ch. IV 
) ,.if not replace I by one of it80losed. Infinite dimensional 
subspaces 
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Every x C X has a unique expansion 
(1.5) 	.=! Op(X) U 	, 
where I I u 	. I and the C 1 a are continuous fwiotionals 
Since the series norm converges we have 
(1.6) 	Urn O(X) 0 
LetYjyCXso2k(y)r0,k.1.,2 1, 3 1, 	 •.s 	1 and 
Z 	z C X Z Oak-i(z) k2Ck(z) , k = 1., 2 , 3 , 	... 	J 
The continuity of the an I 8 implies that Y and Z . are closed. 
For each k,uaj_i C  and 	+ U2k C Z • Therefore 
xo k_ 2u 3k E(Y + Z) 
Now suppose x0 (.Y i. Z , i.e o x0 y + z withy C Y , z CZ • Then 
= 0 2k(x) = 02k(Y) + 0 2k(Z) =kC 2k_ i (Z) . And thus 02k-j(Z) 
contradicting (i.e) . Therefore Y + Z is not closed. 
Theorem 1.12 (Ru4Iin [29] ) 
If X in an infinite dimensional Banach space then B( x) , the 
bounded linear operators on X, contains closed left ideals ,p 	and Ia , 
ancl closed right ideals , R, and R2 , such that neither In + L2 nor 
+ R2 is closed in B(x) 
proof: let M1 and M2 be closed subspaces of X such that Mi + M2 is 
not closed .'Let Ri 	T C B(X) .T(X) CM1 J 	, 
Ra = T C B(X)': T(X) CM2 , and R R1 + Ra.. 
Since M1 and M2 are closed subspaces , it is Obvious that R1 and B.2 are 
closed right ideals . 
Since M1 + M2 is not closed. 3 1 xn 	M1 , y, J C M2 , 
z C xt. (M, + M3) such that IJ. z — ( x + yn ) II < 1/n . Choose f c X' , 
the dual of X, with 11 f  I I = I 
'Let S(x) = f(x) Xn x C  x 




Then Sn 4 R1, T n E R2 , and 
II V - (S +T) LI. 	III f(x) ( z - C n +yn) ) II <i/n 
Since z c Range(v) and z / M + Ma we have V/ R • Therefore R is not 
closed. 
Next let N, and N2 be closed subspaces of V suh that N = Ni + Na 
is not closed. • Let 
L,=1TB(x):rs'(xs)cN, 	, 
IzTEB(X):T*(X*)CNa1,  and LL,+La. 
let S e B(x) and T E L, • Then (s )' (x*) = rsss(x*) c p*(x*) c N and 
thus ST t L, • Similarly L2 is a eoue&1\ideal • As before L, and L3 are 
closed. since N, and N3 are • We shall show that L is not closed. 
Since N is not closed. 3 { fn J C Ni , gn I C N2 , h c X'N such 
that II h- ( f + g) Ij.< 1/n. Choose x0 E X, with il X0 	=.1 • 
Define 	S(X) = fn W x0 , (x c x) , 
T(x) = gn(x) xo , (x e x) , 
V (x) =h (x) x0 , ( x cx) 
Then Range(sn*) = span I fn J thus Sn C L • Similarly Tn C 
But V/Lsince h/N. We also have 
(s + TO I 	sup I  (h - ( f + gn))(x) X0 LI < 1/n and thus 
V c L. Hence L is not closed. 
2 Real Self-adjoint Subalgebras of Banach Algebras 
In this section we examine the closure of subalgebras of the form R + i R 
and their generalizations , where R is a rael closed subalgebra of a 
Banach algebra which is in a sense self-adjoint 
This idea had its start in a paper of Stormer [3) , where it was 
hon that if R was a real closed self-ad.joint subalgebra with .1 of . a 
- 	13 
Power generalized this. result in [.26] and [27) . We shall also generalize 
this result to the situation of a Banaoh algebra . 
Lemma 2.1 (rower [26] and [27] ) 
let A be a unita]. C-algebra and B and C real closed self-adjoint 
subspaces of A such that 1 C B and if b1 , b3 (B , ot , o2 ( C then 
b, b2 9 B, 
0102 Cho 
(o) b1 C 	Ci b1 C C 
Then the following are equivalent , 
(i)B n C 	,. 
(ii) c=1oJ 
i) b + 	0,b CB, C EC iinp].ybO, 
(iv) ma 	fl b 	, II c 	4 II b + o 	, b (B, C £ C 
If arr of (i) to (iv) hold then B + C is. closed. 
Proof: (i) - (ii) . Suppose c E C With c 0 • Then by (b) c2 I B and 
	
since  is  real closed subalgebra with j , c =(02 ) 	B • Thus  =0. 
(ii) -1- W •We have (BI1C).CC 	• SoletxcBflCthen 
X'x C B (' C and x'x 0 • Hance . = 0 . 
Suppose b + C 	0 with b ç B , c IC • Then 
and b ,b = b b = 0 • Now b (b + c) b 	0 and' thus b ob 	(b- ) 	0 , 
since b- bb = -(b- ) 3  • But b cb CC' 	0 	since b 	B • Thus (b-) 3= 0 
and hence b .0 
(iii)'..-'(iv). Suppose fl b +o 	I then 
— (b + o)*(b + C) 'o and hence (i — b*b — o*o) — (o*b + b*c) ' 0':1' 
Thus I — b*b — cc to 0 , and.. 	bfl2 = fi bb  
1: 1 	[2 = II  
(iv) - (i) ! Suppose a (B fl C • Than j a 	a — a 	= 0. 
Corollary 2 • 2. (Power [26] and [27]) 
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Let A be a unital C-algebra and B a c*_subalgebra with I • Also 
C 	. suppose C is a closed self-a&joint subspace with BC C 	, CB C".(, and 
CCCB. Then B+CiaaC*_al)5ebra. 
Proof: Obviously B + C is a -aubalgebra•. and thus it remains to show 
that B + C is closed . 
Let D = (B + C) then D / B fl C is a unital C*_algebra, since B (' C 
is a cloaed self ad.jolnt Ideal in D • Furthermore B fl C C B Implies 
B+BflCiaa closed *_subalgebraOfD/ic . Similarly C+BflCis 
a closed self-ad,joint subspace with 
(B +B nc)(c + B nc) CC + B f) C 
(c +•BflC)(B+BflC) CC +BflC , and. 
(C +B flC)(C +B r) c) CB + B (C 
Suppose x + B n c c (B + B.fl c) n (c + B fl c) then x + p b + m = o + n 
with 	C B, c cC , m, np (B CC • Hence 	=c+nmeBflCand 
thus x  (BflC . &moe (B +BflC) (C +B nc) 101 
By lemma 2.1 2B +C + (B nc) (B +B nc) + (C +B nc) i5 	closed 
and thus B + C is a C-algebra . 
Next we have a roots of unity generalization of Corollary 2.2 . 
Theorem 2.3 (Power [26] ) 
let A be a unita]. C-a].gebra and B0 , El 	be n closed 
subspaces of A such that 
(i) 	i CE o , 
BEj CE.j mod(n)' (o fa i. , j 4 n-i )  
EL* CEL m M 	(Oin-j), 
(iv) 	B0 ("IC = 10  where C =E +E2 + ... +En..., 
Let B = B0 + 0 , then the following are equivalent 
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+ 	( , 
b h1 	C tOj 
aEEo,cC and a+oO imply aO. 
If 	EE O( i(n-1 then 	 - 
max U at 	: 0 4 1 n — I ( 	a0 + as + ... + an_i II. 
B is a C*a1gebra . 
Proofs 	(i) -0 -(2) • Let a (E0 , C E C with a + o so 0 then 
a — a4 	o • Thus by (iv) a = a = a ' — a7 with a' C- 'O and - 
a 'C= aa ' = 0 • men C(a + o)a 	0 implies acC (ai m 0 , since 
aaa ci -(C) 8 • Thus aoa e C' = 101 . Hence (a) 3 = 0 and thus a ) 0 . 
(i) -, (3) • Let at E Et , 0 .i n-i , with 
II a •+ a .-... + 8n-i II 	I ...Then 	I — aoao - ai•a, - ... 
- an_1*an_i + C ) 0 where c e C • Hence 
I - aa0 - ai*ai - ... - 8fl_j *8fl_1 	0 and thus Ii aL*aj, 	I , 
O i 4 n - I . Therefore II at 	I , 0 i n - i • 
() .+(i,) • obvious. 
(4) -) (1) . . Let at EEL , I 4 i 4 n - I and o = 81 +a + 
san-i so O. SinceBisaC-algebra 3dEBwith d 2 =cand dO. 
b 	Then d. =)b1 + b2 + ... + b_ 1 with b  EEt , 0 4 I 4 fl -.1 • Hence 
c 
= 	= d*d. = b0*b0 + bi*b, + ... + 	+ e with e E C • By. (iv) 
b0*b0 + b,b 1 + .. + bn-i b_, = 0 and hence d. = o = 0 ,Thus C + -= oJ. 
Theorem 2.4 ( Power [.26) ) 
Let A be a unital C-algebra and E0 , E1 , ... , E n-1 be n closed 
subspaces of A such that 	. 	. 
(i) 	lEE0 , 
EtEJ CEt+j mod(n)  0 4 i , j G n - 1, 
EtCK -i mod(n) 	0 I ii -.1 
(iv) 	Eo flC 	101 where C =E, +E2 + •.. 
LLet B=Eo+Cthon-,f fl=2k for some ki then BiaaC*slgebra, 
Pro of 	We proceed by induction on k • If k = I then the theorem is 
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Corollaxr 2.2 .SQ suppose the result holds for n = 2• 
let 12 = 2k , B1 E 0  + E2 + E4 + ... + E k 	, then we have 
(2-2) 
a set of 2k-i closed aubepaces of A such that, 
-(-2) R t3si Q Btj 0 , p 	4 • 	2k - 
() 	ELa C E-L 
mod(2') 	
' 2 ' 4 	woo - 2 
(4) 	B0 fl C 1 = oJ where C, - E +.E- + ... + B k 
(2-2) 
(The 9a14i 	o (2) and (3) i5 nI 	thouJ. tediously eistabliashed 
Then  EO IF B2 , B, , ... , B k 	satisfy the hypothesis for n 21 
(2-3) 
and thus 131 is a C-algebra 
let B2 = B1 + Es + ... + B K 	and we shall show that B2i 
(2-1) 
closed. • 
-So let aL EEL i1 ,3,5, ••• 	2K - Isuclithat 
a1 +a3+... +a k 	 1 .Then 
(2-1) 
I - aa1 - aa*as - ... - a K 	a K 	+ o 0 where c E Ci • (2 -1) 	(2 -1) 
Since Bi = B0 + Ci is a C*_algebra it follows frcn Theorem 2.3 (2) that 
I 	a1a, - aa*as - •.. - a K *5  K 	0 • Thus 	a 	I , and (2 -1) (2 -1) 
hence B2is closed 
Now B1 and B2 satisfy the hypothesis of Corollary 2.2 and thus 
B = B1 + B2 is a C-algebra 
Now we give the generalizations of Stner' a result [33] using Lemma 
2.1. , which is slightly'stronger than the result in [33] 
Theorem 2,5 (Stormer [33] ) 
'Let be a real closed self-adjoint subalgebra with I of a unital 
, 	C--algebra 9 then , + i X is a C*algebra 
Proofs let C = (B + i B) then C / B fl i B is a C-algebra , since 
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B fl I B 18 a closed self-ad.joint ideal in C •Thus (B + B n i B) is a 
real olosed self-ad.joint subalgebra with I • Also 
(B +B niB) r'(B +B niB) 	and by Lemma 2.1 (B +iB +BniB) 
(B + B A i B) + (B + B A I B) is closed. • Time B + i B is a C*-algebra. 
Using an idea of Bonsa].l, (8) we can extend this result to Banaoh 
algebras 
Theorem 2.6 
Lot A be a complex unite]. Banach algebra and B a real closed 
aubalgebra with 'I. such that B C Her(B) + iIr(A) . Then B + I B is a 
C*algebra 
Proof; let C+ij  ,R=Her(B+iB),and S= Her (C) . 
Since B ç  r(B) + iIr(A) we have B + i B = R +.I R • Thus 
S + i S CC ci + i R) C (S + i) = S + I S • Therefore 
C Her(C) + iir(C) and thus by the Vidav-Palmer Theorem (see e.g. 
Theorem 38.14 Bonaall and Duncan [ii] ) , C is a C--algebra • Then B is 
a real closed self-ad.joint subalgebra with I of C *Thus by Theorem 2.5 
B + i B is a C*_algebra 
We conclude this chapter with a result given in Dianier [16] 
Corollaire 1.8.4 
Theorem 2.7 
Let A be a C*-algebra and B a C*_aubalgebra and I a closed ideal in 
TA,heztB+Iisac*_algebx.a. 
Proof: As is well known closed. ideals in a C*_algebra are self-adjoint. 
So let 	be the canonical mapping from A to A / I and 40 its 
restriction to B • Then let 4 be the natural lifting of Oo to 
B / B fl I • Since B / B fl I is a C—algebra and 4 is an injeotiv 
•—homcmorphisni 
, 4 is an isometry • Hence (B / B fl i) = O(B) is closed 
and thus B + I i8 a C*_algebra 
18 
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CHAPTER III JORDAN ALGEBRAS 
In this chapter we the give the Jordan analogues of automatic 
closure results given in Chapter II • But first we present enough 
elementary theory of Jordan algebras to enable us to give a full proof 
of the automatic closure results 
ii Jordan Algebra s .  
Definition 1. • 
• A Jerdan algebra , A , over a field IF is a commutative non- 
associative algebra over F with product denoted a 0 b , such that 
(a o a) o (a o b) 'a o ((a o a) o b) , (a • b (A). 
In this chapter all Jordan algebras will be over 3R or C and all will' 
have a multiplicative unit , I • We set 
•(i.'i) 	a° = I 	and an 	(a" 1 ) o a , 
it follows that 
(1.2) 	a" 0 m a =a 
(See Jacobson [20] p. 56 .) 
Jordan algebras arise in a natural way from associative algebras . 
If A is an associative algebra with product ab, of a and b , then we can 
define another product a o b as follows , 
(i.$) 	aob=(ab+ba). 
Then a with o i3 'a Jordan algebra , and o is called. the Jordan product 
on A • If B. is another Jordan algebra such that B is isomorphic to a 
Jordan aubalgebra of A then B is called a special Jordan algebra . 
Throughout this chapter we shall employ the fol1owinconvention 
Suppose A is a Jordan algebra and it i8 not epecifical]y mentioned or 
tacitly understood that A is. special then a 0 b will be called the product 
S of a and b • If J 4 a linear subspace of A such that 
Ci) 	a,beJimp].y a,obJ,. 
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then we shall call 3 a subalgebra of A • If we have 
(ii) 	a(A,bJ imply aobj, 
then we shall oa.0 3 an ideal in A . 
Now suppose A is known to Xa special Jordan algebra • The product 
a o b of a and b will be called the Jordan produàt of a and b • If J 
satisfies (i) , 3 is called a Jordan subalgebra , and if 3 stisfies (ii) 
3 is oafl.ed. a Jordan ideal 
There are some Jordan algebras , B , for which there is no 
associative algebra ,. A , containing a Jordan subalgebra isomorphic to 
B • If B is such an algebra then B is said to be exceptional 
In many respects the best example of an exceptional Jordan algebra 
is Mg olf . M is the matrix algebra of Hermitian 3 x 3 matrices with entries 
from the Cayley algebra • It was shown by Albert Ii) that this' algebra 
is exèèptiória]. 
In the case of finite dimensional Jordan algebras much is known. 
A Jordan islgebr&, A, Over 3R is said--to fàrmally real if 
ai , aa , ... , an E A. a 2 + a2 + ... + an  = 0 imply 
a =.a2 = ... = an =.0 
It was proved by Jordan , von Neumann , and Wigner [27] that every finite 
dimensional formally real Jordan algebra is a direct sum of irreducible - 
one s,and they determined all the irreducible ones. All the. irreducible 
formally real finite dimensional Jordan algebras , except M , are 
special • This result has been extended recently to an important class 
of infinite dimensional Jordan algebras by Alf sen, Shultz , and Strmer 
[4] . These are the JB-algebras which we discuss below. 
In JB-algebras M is also the essence of the exceptional part.. 
The isolation of the exceptional part is carried, out with the aid of 
ç 	polynomial identities • It was proved by Albert and Page [2) that there 
polynomial identities , called a-identities , that are satisfied by all 
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special Jordan algebras but not all Jordan algebras • The first concrete 
a-identity was found by Gleimie [17) . Glennie's s-identity is a 
polynomial , f(a,b,o) ,in three variables , such that f is identically 
zero in all special Jordan algebras but not in U38  
Also useful in reducing questions about general Jordan algebras 
to questions about special Jordan algebras are Macdonald' a Theorem and 
the Shirahov-Cohn Theorem • 
Macdonald's Theorem states that every polynomial identity in three 
variables and I , which is of degree at most one in at least one variable , 
that is valid in all special Jordan algebras holds in all Jordan algebras 
The Shirahov-Cohn Theorem states that the Jordan algebra generated\)), 
I , a , and b is special , whenever I , a , and b are elements of a Jordan 
algebra • For the proof of this and Macd.ona]4s Theorem see Jacobson [20] 
p. 41 , 48 • These two results are useful in establishing results involving 
the Jordan triple product 
The Jordan triple podñct is given by 
(1.4) ta,b,c 	(a 0 b) o o - (o o a) 0 b + (b o c) o a 
If the algebra i8 special then 
(1.5) a,b,c1 = (abc -oba) 
We shall often use the Unearinapping 	x -0 ta,x,a} i.e. 
(1.6) Ua (X) 	la,x,aj 
The following two identities ,'established by an application of 
Macdonald.' a Theorem , are valid in all Jordan algebra., • 




a b a 
(1.8) lb,a,b3 2  = 1b,a,b2,aj,bJ 
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Definition 1.2 
An element of a Jordan algebra A, is said to be invertible if 
3 b c A such that 
aobl 
and 
fiiió) 	 a2 ob=.a. 
If A is special then this reduces to,(aee Jacobson [20] p51 ) , 
ab = ba I 
Proposition 1.3 
Let a C A., a Jóxan algebra . Then a is invertible if and only 
If the operator U has an inverse . If this i8 the case then a has 
the inverse b and 
(1.12) b = U-1 (a) and trb  
For the proof see Jacobson [20] p. 52 
Proposition 1.4 
let a and b bee].ementa of a Jordan algebra • Then a and b are 
tp t 	invertible if and only if {a,b, a} i8). If this the case then 
c 	 l.k 
u
l -t = ja ., 	,a 
For the proof see Jacobson [20] p. 52. 
2 Real Banach Jordan Algebras 
We next introduce topology to Jc*rdan algebras 
Definition .2.1 
A Banach Jordan 4ebra over IF is a Jordan algebra over and a 
Banach apace such that 
(211) 	 .IIaobIIIlall Ilbil 
akt 	Also throughout this chapter)lgebras ahal 1 be i.inital ,•±.e. I': 
Definition 2.2 
If A is a real (complex) Banach Jordan algebra and a C A , then 
Co(a) is the real (complex) aubalgebra generated. by I and a . C(a) 
denotes the norm C1OSUVO Of Co(a) and by (2.1) and (1.2) C(a) is a 
commutative real (complex) unitel Banach algebra . 
Now we define the main structure of this section given by Alfaen, 
Shultz , and Strmer [4] 
Definition 2.3 
A JB-algebra , A , is a real Banach Jordan algebra such that 
(2.2) 	fl a 11 .1:11 11 a 11 2 , (a C A) 
(2.3) 	Ii a 	II a2 + 2  II (a , b E A) . 
Example 2.4 
Let A be a real closed subspace of the self-ad.joint elements of a 
tniital C*-algebra such that I E A and a, b E A Imply 
a o b j (ab + ba ) C  • Then A is a SC-algebra • Obviously (2.2) is 
satisifiedd, and since a a* (a E A) , a2 0 (a C A) , thus (2.3) also 
holds . Therefore A is a JB-algebra 
Important in the development of JB-algebras is the following 
consequence of the definition . 
Theorem 2.5 (A].fsen , Shultz and s 	[4] ) 
If A is 'a SB-algebra then A3 , the set of all squares in A, is 
a proper convex cone organizing A into a (norm) complete order unit space 
whose distinguished, order unit is the multiplicative unit and 
12.4) 	_Ia1jjnp].iea0.a2 *j 	(a CA) . 
Before giving the proof we recall the definition of an order unit 
apace , ( from Iressini [25] and Alt sen 
let A be a vector space and 	" a partial order on on A such that 
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X,Y,z(A,xy implyx+zy+z and 
X , y C A, a C it imply ax ( ay than A is an ordered vector 
Mace 
The positive cone ,.. , is a set defined by A x C A S x 	0 
and satisfies A4 	+ A C A 	, a A C A 	(a ii') and. A4 fl A 101 
wheref- A 
If A is an ordered vector apace and e e A then a is called an 
order unit, if V.a EA,3n c 3 with — no(a(ne • 
Thus if A is an order unit apace with order unit a then 
a = no — (no — a) C:A + A (a C A) , therefore A = A + f 
If A is an ordered vector apace and e an order unit then A is 
Archlm,d.ian if na f, e (n c]q) implies a 4 0 • An Archiinedian ordered 
vector apace A. with order unit e admits a norm 
(2.5) 	Ila 	mr I X>OS — Ae4a ,4Ae J 
called the order unit norm , (see e.g. £1.faen [3] Prop.  
An order unit apace , ( A, a ) , is an Archlmedian ordered vector 
apace with distinguished order unit e , A will be considered a formed 
apace with the norm derived frau a 
Proof of Theorem 2.5; Pi.rstwe'notjoe that 
ni 
I 	 - 
converges absolutely 
Thus 
(2.6) V a c A with I I aH I I ac I , 3 b c C(a) such that b2 I + a 
Next we show the equivalence of the following for all a C A . 
(2.7) 	a a 	a for all a 	IIia,I'I. 
.8) 	3 a)IaI1 such that I[a_aIJ 	a 
3-c C C(a) such that a = c 
k2.101 a C&a. 	 . 
We show (28) implies (2.9) and (2.10) implies (2.7) 	
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First suppose 3 a II a I such that 	a - a 	ic a • Set 
b a1a - I , by (2.6) 3 d. E c(b) C(a) such that d 2 I + b , let 
then a a(1 + b) = a d 2 02 . 
Next suppose a (A2 i.e. 3 o (A with a = c 2 • Suppose a 	all  
and 'set b = _ci1 a . By (2.6) 3 d tC(a) such that ;j + b = d2 • Set 
fad,thena -a = a(i +b) =acI2 =f2 , and thus a=o2 +f2 
Now by (2.3) 	$ a - a II; 	I I r2 	o 2 + f2 	a. 
Therefore the equivalence of (2.7) , (2.8) , (2.9) , and (2.10) has been 
established 
We next show that A2 i8 a convex cone ax4- thin .eas' we need 
only prove that A2 + A2 C A2 . So suppose a #'b (A , let a = I I a 
P11b1[,since (2.1O)-'(2.7) 
II(a+P)-(a+b) It .lIa -alI+lIp-.'bIIc a+ 	• 'Then 
a + b C A2 , as (2.8) -, (2.10) . To see that A2 fl ( - A2) = oJ , suppose 
a2 = - b2 , then (2.3) forces .&62 = b =.0 and (2.2) implies a = b = 0 
Hence A2 is a proper convex cone 
Since A' is now seen to be a proper cone we define a partial order 
on AbyA=A2 ,i.e.abifa-b(A2 . 
By (2.6). 	II a fl 4 iimpliea i - a 0 and 1+ a 0 , thus 
ll all 	i implies -1a1 , 
which shows that I is an ordir unit . 
By the equivalence of (2.7)' and (2.10) we have 
A2 = 	a (A: 	LI all-all 6  II all J , anditcaneasilybe seen., 
that A2 is closed. . 
If na 4 i (n c IN) , then d.n = n - a C A2 and so 
-'a , A2 ) = inf 	c + a 	: c CA2 ' I 	II. d.'+ a fl = n" • Thus 
- a (A2 hence a r4 0 • Tbei'ef ore A is Arohimed.iari.' 
Next we verify (2.4.) • Suppose - 1. 4 a 1 .  # sináe a2 0 (a CA) 
we only have to show a2 r. I • Since 1. + a and I - a are. positive 	
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, 
3 o , .1 e C(a) such that c 2 = I - a , d3 = i + a. • Hence 
I - a2 	(i - a) o (i + a) = 0 2 o d.2. ( o o &)'4 • (This last equality 
holds because C(a) is associative ) . Thus I - a 3 (a 0 a) 2 A 0 and 
hence a2 1 • This establishes (2.4) 
Pinal].y we show that the order unit norm agrees with the given one o 
With -I 4a4 1and o,dasabove a3 +(cod.) 3 r31 .Thenby(2.2) 
and. (23) I a ' 	= [. a2 	a2 +(c o a) 2  II = 1 • Hence 
,C2.12) 	 -1a1 implies IIaILi. 
Since (2.12) is the converse of (2.1 i.) together they show that the order 
unit norm agrees with the given one 
We shall also mention that more is known here; if A is a complete 
order unit space with 'Jordan product such 'that the order unit is a Jordan-
multiplicative identity and (2.4) is satisfied,then A is  JB-algebra in 
the order unit norm , (see .lfsen , Shultz , and Strmer (4) ) . 
Next we come to an important structural result of £1.fsen, Shultz , 
and Strmer [4] • 
Pr9position 2.6 (Alfsen 1 Shultz • and StBmer f4 
let A be a JB-algebra and M a closed associative aubaigebra 
containing 1 , then M is isometrical]y isc*norpiio (i.e • order and 
algebra) to a real c( x) for acme compact Hausdorff space X. 
Proofs For the proof we will use a theorem of Kad.ison [2] which states 
that an Azch±nod.ian. order algebra is isometrically isomorphic to a real 
c(x) . With respect to our definitions an Archimed.ian order algebra , A, 
is an order unit apace such that A , with the norm induoed by the order 
unit ,.Ja complete and. is an algebra (not necessarily ocmnutative or 
associative) such that the order unit is a multiplicative identiy and the 
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product of two positive elements is positive • By Theorem 2.5 a TB-
algebra satisifies all the conditions of an Archiined.ian ordered algebra 
with the exception of the last condition , and hence M does the same 
Thus to prove the proposition it remains to show that it a , b (31 
with a, b 	then a o  so 0 • Now if a ,b o 0 then Be CC(a)'CIA 
and 3d c(b) CM such that o = a , d 2 b • Since M is associative 
a 0 b = o 2  0 d.2 (o o ci) a o • Therefore 31 is isometrically isomorphic 
to a real (x) . 
Proposition.. 2.7 (Alfeen Shultz , and. Stdrner.. [4) ) 
Let A be a JB-algebra then the following are equivalent 
	
• 	(i) 	a is invertible in A 
• 	(ii) 	a is invertible in the Banach algebra C(a) 
Proof: (i) -, (ii). Suppose a is invertible in A.. Let M be the sub-
algebra generated by I , a. and a 1 • By the Shirahov-Cohn Theorem M 
is special and by (i.i) a 	= a 1 a = I • Thus No is 'a, commutative 
and associative algebra , and by (2 0 1) M , the closure of Mo in A , 
is an associative au1.lebra of A . By Proposition 2.6 31 is 
isometrically isomorphic. to-a, real c(x) . By the Stone-We isrátrass Theorem 
C' is a norm limit of po]yncniale in. 1. and a . Therefore a' C C(a) 
-'(i). If a'CC(a) then a.oat =1': and 
associativity of C(a), a20 a711 = a o (a o 6 1 ) a Thus .a has an 
inverse in A • 
Definition 2.8 
Let A be a BanBch Jordan algebra over ]F and C a closed subalgebia 
with I .Then for all a C let 
SP(C ,.a) = ACP : a -AhaaziojnyerseinC 
r(C,a)=  sup ItAI :.XCSp( C,á)}. 
In the case of a JB-algebra we want the spectrum to have all the 
usual properties 
Proposition 2.9 
Let A be a JB-algebra and let (a) denote the comp1eifioation of 
C(a) where a (A . (see e.g. § 15 Bonsai]. and Duncan [ii] ) . Than 
Sp (Z'(a) , a) =Sp ( C(a) , a)c:m ,where Sp((a) , a) is the usual 
notion of the spectrum in the complex unital Banach algebra C(a) . 
Proof z If we show that Sp( (a) , a ) C it then by Theorem 1.8 (iii) 
Bonsai], and Duncan (ii) SP( (a) , a ) Sp( C(a) , a) . Thus it is 
enough to show that for A j 3R I A( 1, a' - A is invertible in (a) 
Since for a c. 1 Sp(- C(a),a + a ) = Sp( C(a) , a ) + a , we may assume 
and by Theorem 43.8 (iv) Bonsai]. and Duncan ( ii) this -in 
equivalent to showing I + a2 is in-vertible in C(a) 
By the equivalence of (2.7) and (2.10) 
II 	a 1$ 	11< fl a  II+i 	and hence 
1.1 (I a2 I  - a2 ) ( i + 	a2 .11 )''II < i and thus by Theorem 299 
Bonsai]. and.Duncan [ii] I. - ( i + II a2 	)_1( 	a2 I I - a2 ) is 
invertible in C(a) and thus I + a2 is invertible in C(a) 
By Proposition 2.7 , if A is a JB-algebra and a cA then 
Sp( A , a ) = Sp (. C(a) a ) and the spectrum enjoys all the usual 
properties of the spectrum in the real Banach algebra C(a) A c(x) ; 
in particular , 
(2.1) 	 a II = r(a) , 
(2.14) 	 aOif and only ir Sp( A,a)Cit, 
L2.15) let a E A' then a is invertible if and only if.3. A> 0 
such that a ? A I . 
We give an important proposition also of technical use 
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Proposition 2.10 (klfaen , Shultz , and Sti,ner [4]J 
Lt a e A , a TB-algebra , then U is a positive operator ,. that 
is ifxO then U(x)0. 
Proof: We will denote the set of invertible elements of A by A0 and 
4 	A0flA. 
I First we show that if a C Ao and x CA then Ua(X) 0 • So 
suppose not , then 3 be U(4) with b ,i A • By (2.14) 3 A0 c sp(A,b) 
with A0 < 0 , thus 3 te.(o,i) such that 0 = t A0 + ( i - t) . Let 
= t A + (i - t) . Since A0  C sp(A,b),o 4(A0 ) e (Sp(A,b)) 
= Sp(A,(b)) , that is 4(b) / Ao 
Now since C(a) is associative and by Proposition 2.7 a' e C(a) 
thus j = (a o a 1 ) o '(a' o a) = a o a- 2  o a = Ia,& 2,aI c Ua(A) 
By (245) 4 is convex and since U is linear U (4) is convex and thus a 	 a 
(b) & U(4) c Ua(Ao) . Also by Propàaition 1.4 U(A) C A0 and thus 
/,(b) é Ao , a contradiction 	. 
II Now suppose a c A0 and x e A4 then we shall show U 	0 • it 
is obvious that Ua  is bounded and , by (2.15) and the earlier remark that 
A2 is closed A is dense in A2 and the result follows from the 
continuity of Ua• 
III Next suppose a C A and we shall show U(4) C A 	Consider 
o C 4 by Propositions 	2.6 and 2.7 3 be c( c) with b2 = c 
By (1.8) UbU(b2 ) 	Ib,a,b} 2 0 , and. let d. = b 1 , then by Proposition 
1.3 Ud =.Ub . Since b C 4 we have, d. L4 and thus by II U is a 
positive Operator 
Now Ua( 0 ) = U(b2) UdUbU(b2 ) = Ud(1b,a,b 2) 0 
IV By the same remark as in IIU positive on 4 implies U is 
positive on A 
We need a few more technical results due to A].fsén ,, Shu].tz , and 
St4wer [4] which follow from the 'above proposition 
Lemma 2. 11 
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Let A be a JB-algebra and a , b C A then , 
(i) 	 U 	I = II;11;a, 112 , 
a2 IIaIIaifacA, 
- 	(iii) 	a, b £A and. a b imply b 1 	a 1 
Proof: By Theorem 2.5. 1 is an order unit and thus I I x 	I implies 
- I 4 x 4 1 , and thus by Proposition 2.10 
- 	a 112 1 	- a' 	Ua( i) 	U(x) 4 U(1) = a2 	II a 11 2  1 • Hence. 
fl U(X)  11 a 11 2 for fl x 	I thus fl Ua 11 4 11 a II 	, but 
U(1)=a hence llUtlIlalla 
Next by (2.4) a2 	II a2  fl i , thus by Proposition 2.10 
a4 = a,a2,a = U(a 2 ) 4 ij,(II a2 	a2  II a2 • Thus for a 
II a 2 	.II a 11 a. 
To prove (iii) we first show that if o c A with c 1 the c 1 I 
Since 0 .cA2c2exjstsaThI Uj/3 (c)4 U0_1/2(j) thus I < c 1 . 
Now suppose a ( b then I = Ua_I/2(a) U_i / 2(b) =ja72 	 . 
Proposition 1.4 and the above remark I  2 ,b a } I and thus 
b 1 = 	/2U1/2(b'1) 	Ua_I/2(Ia 2 ,b l ,aJ) 4 U_1/2(1) 	a 1 
Next we state the very . deep result of .A2faen , Shultz , and 
Strmer [4] necessary to all further development. The main conclusion 
is Theorem 2.14 but Theorems 2.12 and 2.13 give some of the struc1re of 
2.14 
Theorem 2.12  ( Aifsen , Shultz , and Stóriner [4] ) 
let A be a JB-algebra then there exists C , a faithful family of 
continuous hnoñiorphisms : A -' B such that 
(1) "if a(A,a 	0 then 3EG such that (a) 	0, 
(ii) tor each 4 e C , B is either 4 or a JC-algebra. 
Theorem 2.13 (Alfeen Shultz , and StØriner [4) ) 
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Let A be JB-algebra then the following are equivalent 
(i) 	Ais special . 
f(a,b,c) = 0 (a,, b , o CA) where f is a s-identity 
A is isometrically isomorphic to a JC-algebra 
Finally the theorem which , as promised , separates the exceptional 
part of a JB-algebra 
Theorem 2.14 (Alfeen , Shultz and 3t&mer [4) ) 
Let A be a JB-algebra than there exists a unique ideal 3 C A 
such that A / 3 is isometrically isomorphic to a JC-algebra 
In this case J = I f (a s b,o) : a , b ,o C A J and f is a s-identity 
The only use we shall make of the above result is In the following 
corollary 
Corrolazy 2.15 ( Wright [331 ) 
Let A be a JB-algebra and a ,b C A with C(a,b), the closure in A 
Of Co (a,b) ,'the subalgebra generated by I , a , and b • Then C(a,b) is 
isometrically isomorphio to a JC-algebra . 
Proof : Since C(a,b) is a JB-algebra there exists , by Theorem 2.12 , 
G , a faithful family of continuous homomorphisms . Suppose for every 
4 C G 	is a JC-algebra . If f is a s-identity then since f is a 
polynomial which we may suppose is in three variables 
(f(a,b,c)) 	f(4(a), 4/i(b),*i(c)) 	0 and thuaf(a,b,o) = 0 for. all a , 
b , C C C(a,b) . Then by Theorem 2.13 C(a,b) is isometrically. ismorphic 
to a JC-algebra • 
On the other hand suppose 3 . 0 C G such that B is Ms.. Since Mg 
is finite dimensional (C o(a,b)) is a closed subspace of the Banach spac
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e 
Mae • Hance 4(Co(a,b)) = 4(C(a,b)) , since 0 is continuous and 
Co(a,b) c4 1 (1( Co(a,b))) . By the Shirahov-Cohn Theorem C o(a,b) is 
apecial and hence M9 = .t(Co(a,b)) is also , a contradiction • Thus C(a,b) 
is isometrically isomorphic to a JC-algebra 
3 Complex Banach Jordan Algebras 
We come now to the complex Banach Jordan algebras and we start by 
giving some elementary properties 
'oposition 3.1 (Devapaklcian [13 
Suppose A is a complex Banach Jordan algebra 
(i) 	The set , Inv(A) , of invertible elements of A is open. 
C\ Sp(A,x) is open (x C A). 
The vector valued function from C to A 	-0 (x -. 
is holcinorphic on C \ Sp(A,x) . 
sp(A,x) is a non-void compact subset of V (x CA) 
The set , Z , of topological divisors of zero is a 
subset of sing(A) , the singular elements of A 
ôsung(A) c z , where Osing(A) is the boundary of 
Siiig(A) . 
r(x) =ljm 	x I:I' (x CA) • 
If C \ Sp(A,x) is connected then Sp(A,x) = Sp(c(x),x) 
Proof: W suppose x0 i Inv (A) and I x0 -'x 	< 6 where 
6 = niiii 	I , 3'fl 41 EI 2  01 X 	+ i)'J .. Then 
ILli - U,(Xa) ii 	IIT1X 1 11 11 	x 	- 
II X0 	x 	xc +xII < 	xo II + i)(zII XO. II + 
=1. 
Hence x2 a U U _,(x2 ) is invertible , ( cf. Theorem 2.9 Bonsail and. 
X0 X0 
Duncan [ii] ) ,and thus by Proposition 1.4 x is also . 
(ii) follows from (i) 
tç'(x ) 	x1 + ( p - A),x ,x1 + ( p - 
- 	+ 	 + (p - .A),x,(p - 
= 2(ji - )) + 	+ (p - 
Thus x = u( (p - 	+ 	+ ( p - A) 3x) 
Time (x11 - ZA) (p - A' = 	+ (p - A)u( x11 ) 
XX 
Hence 	(x - X) ( p - A)'= 4. Therefore if f c At and 4(;L) f( x) Ix 
then 4) is ho].omorphio. on 6 \ Sp(A,x) and 01 (A) = f(x) 
iv) Suppose Sp(A,x) = . Then 4) , as defined above is entire 
Our aim is to show that the function 4) is constant 
First we show that the function x x 1 is continuous at I • Let 
c> 0 be given , if I - x 	< i/ 	+ C) let 
y=1+ !(t-) 
which converges since [J 	I 	- x 	11 < 	I 	• Then (i - 	o y = y - i ax. 
(i 	x)2 oy=y - 2+x.  Hence xoyj and xoy=x.  Thus yf, 
and 	II 	x illr. II x ' 	j Iii -x i-x 	(1 -.11 	1 -x 
<C. 
..Next we show. lim.XA 	As A 00,1 - 	x -, I and-.hence 
A - oo 
(i - A 1 x) 1 -, I • Thus as x. = X 1 (1 - 	, x ' 0 as A 
Thus as 	4)(A) II 4 II f  (I II XA II 	4)(A) -b- 0 	as A-co. By 
Liouville's Theorem 4) is a constant , hence f(x 1 ) = 0 • Thus f 1 = 0 
by the Hahn-Banach Theorem • This contradiction shows that Sp(A,x) 'Ø 
& By the usual argments sp(A,x) is bounded • Since C, sp(A,x) is the 
inverse image under the mapping A -,-(x - 	, sp(A,x) i3 closed and. 
hence compact  
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jy In this case an element a. ( A is a topological divisor of 
zero if 3 I an C A such that 11 an 	=A and. U(an) -*0  • So suppose 
a (Z • If a was invertible then a = 1rU(a) -'0 , which is a 
Contradiction 
\ tc 	(vi) Since sing(A) is closed , oS)%is all the points of Swhich 
are limit points of Inv(A) . Suppose f bn J C Inv(A) and b • a c Sing(A) 
Now fl U(ba) —1 J 	U - UbII 	b; 2 JJ . By the continuity of 
the mp x -'TJ , 	b 	must be unbounded for otherwise for 
sufficently large  fl,U(b2) will be invertible and thus by Proposition 1.4 
a also , a contradiction 
	
Thusis unbounded and we may assume 	b 2 	Now define 
= II b2  fl_I b 	. Then 11 an  II = 1 and 
U(an) 	(i + U5 (b 2 ) 	b I b 2 	+ (u - Ub)(an) 
Hence a is a topological divisor of zero.. 
(vii) Let a C A then lim 	xn 11 I/fl 
n-'oo 
= sup 	A : A C Sp(C(x),x) j , since C(x) is associative • Since 
- SP(A,x)CSp(C(x),x) whaver(x) C  lim 	x' I I,ln • By (vi) 
0 
 8Sp( (( x) ,x) C ôsp (A, x) .. Since the function f( x) = I A  I will attain its 
maximum on a compact set at the boundary , r(x) = him 1 1 xn J1'"n 
See Corollary 56.6 Berberian (5) 
Next we introduce numerical range to Banach Jordan algebras as' In 
Youngson [7] 
Let A be it complex Banach Jordan algebra and A' its dual • Let 
D(A2 1) , the set of normalized, states of A be given by 
D(A,1) = f cA' ; r = f(i) = i 	I 
Let y(Aa) , the numerical range of a in A be given by 
0 	V(A,a) 	f(a) ; f  D(A,1) j 
Akt 	and v(A.a) , the numerical radius of a by v(A,a) =)J I A : A V(A,a) J 
By the Hahri-Banaoh Theorem , the restriction f - IB maps D(A,l) 
onto D(B.,l) where B is a closed subalgebra containing I • In light of 
this we shall usually denote V(A,a) and v(A,a) by V(a) and v(a) 
respectively 1 when no confusion can result 
Definition 3.2 
Let A be a complex Banach Jordan algebra then Her(A) , the 
Herxnitian elements of A , is defined by 
Her(A) { a C A : V(a) C 
Proposition 3.3 (.younon f 37] ) 
Let a, b C  , a complex Banach Jordan algebra and 	then 
(3.1) 	V(a) is a non-void convex compact subset of e 
(3.2) 	V(a + p a) = a + p v(a) 
(3.3) 	Sp(C(a),a) C V(a) , 
3.4) 	a i Her(A) if and only if 	exp(i y a) II 	.1 (y c IR) 
(3.5) 	If a e Her(A) then V(a) = coSp(C(a),a) and r(a) = v(a) = I Ia II. 
f3.7) 	V(a +b).CV(a) +V(b) 
(3.8) 	Her(A) n iHer(A) = joj and both Her(A) and Ier(A) + Her(A) are 
norm closed in A 
Proof: Since C(a) is associative (3.1) , 	, and (3.3) are well 
known . (3.4) through to (3.8) are established in a manner ana l ogous 
to the associative case , see e • g. §10 Bonsai]. and Duncan [ii] 
Definition 3.4 ( Youngson f37JJ 
Let A be a complex Banach Jordan algebra with involution' such that 
a,a*,aj I:1 	I a 	(a C A) 
I then A is oal].ed .a JB-algebra 
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Proposition 3.5 (Youngson [37]) 	
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Let A be a JB'-algebra then 
3.i O) 	 lix II 	II x  II 	(xA). 
Proof: By (1.4) an.]. (2.1) 
II X:II 3 	lx,x*,Xj 11 	2 II (x ox*) ox I I + 	x o x ( 
1C 311 x iia Ii x 
Thua II x 	3 11x II (x (A) 
No if 11 x1l 1C P II x* Ili (x 	A) then 
ii x 	x,x*,x I 	P IUxuhI ,x,x* J 11 = 	fl x* 118 and thus 
I 	II'p" II x 11 (x LA) 
So starting with ft = 3 and by repeated application of the above 
II x 	x H, and. by symmetry (3.10) is established. 
Example 3.6 
Let A be a closed aubspaoe of a unita]. C-'algebra , such that 
a , b (A imply a , a o b =.( ab + ba) (A then A is a JC*_algebra 
We shall show that A is also a JB-algebra.. Let ,a (A with a I 
and it will suffice to show that 11 a 	II 	,aI II 
Lot lxnj be a sequence of unit vectors in the underlying Hilbert 
apace such that ].n1 I a*a(xn)  I I = II aa 	. Since 11. a 11 4 I and n ca 
Xii II =1 , I 	a*a(xfl) fl = 	x II II a*a(xfl)  II 
	
I (aa(x),x) 	= II a(xn) ir ., and thus 
II a(x)  I I 	I • Therefore 
ha II Ii a,a',aJ:II= II aaa 	II 
]im sup II aaa(xn) liii a(xn) II 
SN lim sup i (aa*a(xn),a(xn )) I 
• ]im sup fl a*a(x) 11 2 
=Iha*aLI 	=hlaII 
Thus I•li a,0,a1 II 	11 a 1,13 




	Let A be a JB-algebra and x C A hen x = x if and only if 
x ciier() 
Proof: Suppose x = x* and a C flt • Since C(x) is associative , 
exp(i a 	= {exp(i a x),exp(i a x) ,exp(i a 
Thus by (3.9) II exp(i a x) Ii 	II exp(i a x) 11. 0 and since 
exp(i a x) 0 , we have II. exp(i a x) II = I and therefore by (3.4) 
x EHer(A) 
Now suppose z is •x1nitian,Bince x + x and (x - x) / I are Beif-
aio1nt hence Hermitian ,x(x+x*)/2,j(X.X.)/2j implies 
± (x x*) / 21 x - (x + x*) / 2 C Her(A) fl Ux(.) 	and thus 
X = x• 
Theorem 3.8 (Youngaon [37) ) 
Let A be a JB-algebra then Her(A) is a JB-algebra 
k Proof: By (3.2) , (5.7) , and (3.8) Her() is a real. Banach space with 1. 
If a , b CHer(A) then by Proposition 3.7a = a* and b = b , thus 
(a 0 b)* = a* o b* = a 0 b ,.and again by Proposition 3.7 , a o b c Her(A). 
Thus Her(A) is a real Banach Jordan algebra . Let a , b C Her(A) then 
(the complex ) C(a) is a complex unital Banach algebra and a C Her(C(a)) 
thus 	 II aa  U r(aa) r(a) 	I a 	• Also 
Sp(C(a),a2 ) Sp(C(a),a) 2 C IR' and. thus 	v(a) C IR 	Hance 
f(a2) , f(b2 )C 	(f C D(A,1)) . By 	(3.5) 
3f D(A,1) such that f(b2) = I b2 I .Therefore 
I I a2 + b2  I I 	f(a2 + b2 ) 	f(a2 ) + f(b2) 	I I b2  fl and thus Her(A) 
is a JB-algebra 
Our next aim is t.O give a converse to Theorem 3.8 due to Wright 
[35] which shows that every JB-algebra is the self-adjoint part of some 
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JB*_algebra • However we shall not give Wright' a proof but an alternative 
due to Youngaon which establishes some results along the way which will 
be needed thq some automatic closure results in § 4 • We start by proving 
Wright's [35] IB version of a C4-a1gebra result 
Theorem 3.9 ( Wright [35] ) 
Let A and B be JB*_algebras and 4): A • B an injeotive 
, then 4) i5 an isometry 
Proof: We define a new norm , J 	I I 	on A as follows ; 
for z (A set fl z 	= It 4(z) II 
Since 4) is an injeotive *.41omomox.phjsni it is easy to see that  
isan algebra norm on and that 	1.1 z 11 . 1 	H z*  II . To showthat 
4) is an isometry it suffices to show that z [ 	I I z  (1 for 
ZA-. 
- 	So suppose x = xhen C*(x) , the closed subalgebra generated by 
I and x , is a commutative associative Banach star algebra. Since C*(x) 
is associative z,z*,z} = z o (z* o z) (z e C*(x)) . Thus 
II: z 118= U z,z*,z1 1.1 	z fl fl . z* o z 	and hence 
z Iic Hz 0 z 	( z 112 	and thus C*(x) is a commutative 
C* -algebra . Similarly Ii 	[I 	is also a C*-norm on C*(x) , and thus 
by Corollary 1.25 Sakai [30] 	z = II z 	( z C C*.(x)) . Thus 
x I 	= iJ x 1 for all x x 
	
Next we show that II' I I and II 	I I 	are equivalent ; Suppose 
X,y(Her(A)then 
[Ix 11= lix II, = ill (x+iy) +(x+iy)* II ) 
Iix+iyI 
Hence 
max 	x 	, II y 	I. x + i y [ 	lix 11+ t[y 1.1.. 
Let 	zn CA with Z n = xn+iYn 	xn , y0 E Her(A) . Then 	
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Z, Ii 	0 if and only if ii xn Ii •OanI ilyn II 'Oif and only 
if j Z1 [I -+ 0 • Therefore i 	[ and  II 	II are equivalent 
Finally suppose z I A with [z ft, < ii z 	i , (the case 
1.1 z 	< 11 z fl 	is exactly the same ) . let z 	z , 
= 	 .,Then 
ii 	n i:i 	I I t'(zn) II 	I 4(zn_0,4(0...1),4(zn_0j 
II 	II 	=11 
Hence 	Z 	 z II and thus I Z ft - 0 , hence I Iz nIi • 0 
But 	zn 
11z11,n 
I •)Iu.s II z 11 = 	z 11• 
Co 
• 	Proposition 3.10 (Wright [35] ) 
-r 	Let A be a JB.algebra and a b e Her(A)hen , C(a,b) , the, 
closed *_subalgebra generated by I , a , and b is isometrically 
*-isomorphic to a JC*_a].gebra • 
Proof: let C(a,b) be the real closed subalgebra of Her(A) generated by 
I , a , and b • Then C*(a,b) = C(a,b) + i C(a,b) . By Corollary 2.15 
, an isometric isomorphism , • : C(a,b) -'B , where B is a 
JC-subalgebra of a C*-algebra . By Example 3.6 , B + i. B is a 
JCalgebra , since 0 is an isomorphism . Define 	: C*(a,b) -. B + i B 
by 	O(z) = 4(x) + i 4(y). where z '= x + i y x, y I C(a,b) . Since 
is a iaomorp1i Theorem 3.9 shows that is an isometry 
15 	Following is the Russo-Dye Theorem for JB*-agebra8)L,, imt in1\Light. 
of the above proposition it is only necessary to establish it for 
JC'-algebras *''Since . these are subalgebras of C*algebras the work is  
reduced to a few technical lemmas . 
If A is a C-algebra we denote the product .of a and b by ab , and 
the Jordan product by a o b = (ab + ba) . £Lso if a I A let J*(a) ,)the 
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JCalgebra generated by I , a , and a. If z 
Z o z 	-(zz + zz) z2 • thus z' has an unambiguous meaning and 
zn C J*(a) . Therefore exp(z) , (and log(z) when it i8 defined,)', have 
their usual meaning and both are in J(a) 
Lnm 3.11 (Wright and Youngson [36)) 
Let A be a unita]. Ca-algebra and z (A , a = (zz*), b 
and a continuous function on Sp(A,a) u 101 . Then 
(i) 	W.( J*(z) implies a2wb2 C 
•(a)z = z(b) 
'(a)z C 
(iv) 	4(a) +(b) cJ(z) 
(v) O(a)O(b) ej*( 5 ) 
Proof: j 	a3wb 3 = 	 = z,z*,w,z*j,zj C 
(n) b2 ' = za2 ' 2z , thus zb211 = zz*a2'2z = a 21 z • By the 
Stone-Weiaratraas Theorem , can be approximated by;polynon.als with. 
each term of even degree • Also , Sp(A,a) u sp(A,b) u 101 , ( see 
Proposition 5.3Bonaall and Duncan [11) ) . Thus (a) = z4(b) 
(iii). a41 z 	a2h1(a2flz) = a'(zb2 ) =a2zb2n  thus 
a41'z CJ*(z) by (i) . By the Stone-Weierstrass Theorem 4<4)z t 3*(z) 
iv) From (iii) , a2 '2 z e 34 (z) . But a2 + b 2 ' 	o 
thus a2 +b2 	r*(z) , and again by the Stone-Weierstrass Theorem 
4(a) + (b) C 3(z) . 
jy let in , n , r e3Nwith in = n + r • Then 
a2mb2t + a2nb2m a2 ' 2'b + aanb2n42r = a 2 (a31 + b 2r)b 2n j.(5) by 
(i.) and(iv) • Let f(t) p aLtL with a C ( • Since f(a2)ç(b5 ) is a 
linear combination of elements of the form a2Wb 2n+ a2rbam we have 
f,1(aa)f(b2) J* z) • Finally by the Stone-Weieratrass Theorem 
#(a)O(b) (J*(z). 
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Lemma 3.12 (Wright and Youngson [36:1 ) 
	
Let A be a unital C-algebra z C A , I I z 	< I , a and b an above, 
and let p(A) (j - a)4( + z)(1 + 	- 	tor A c C • Then 
for 	A I < 	z. 11 ' , P(A) C J(z) . 
Proof: 	(A + z)(1 + Az*)_' z 	- a 2 )(1 + Az*)', mub 
 a') -"(z + A(i - a 2)(i + Az*)1)(i - b2) 	above 
a2 ) z(j - b2) 	z(1 - b2)(1 - bY 	z , and 80 it remains to 
show that 0 - a2 )4(1 + 	- b 2)'9  1 J*(z) 
By (v) above (1 - b2)i(1 - a2)4 e J(z) , also by (ii) and (iii) 
(i b2 )4 z(i - a)4 = z(1 - a2 ) ' 	J*(z) . Thus 
(i - b2)4(i + Az)(i - a2)4 J*() and henoe 
(i - a)(i + Az*)'(i - b2) 	(Ci - b2) 	(i + *)( j - a2))_ 1 
Theorem 3.13 (Wright ane Youngson [361 ) 
Let A be a JB*_.algebra and Ai the closed unit ball of A • then 
Al = 7ol exp(i a.) : a (A , a = a 	. 
Proof: 	Suppose z EA ,II z II < I • By Proposition 3.10 there exists 
, an isometric *_iOmorpJij , such that /(C*(z)) is a JC-subalgebra 
of a C*—algebra • Let w = 4<z) then (C*(z)) = J*(w) . Let P(A) be given 
as follows 
P(A)=(i _ww*)4(x + w)(i +w.yi(i _w*w) , 
where A £ C , A =, I • By Theorem' 38 • 13 (Bonsall and Duncan [ii] ) 
P(A) = exp( i ( - i log( F(A) / A)) + logA) 
and - i log( 7(A) / A) is self-a&joint . By Lemma 5.12 7(A) E J*(w) and 
thus P(A) C I 'exp(i.h) :11 C 3 * ( y,) , h = h* j 
By Theorem 38.12 (Bonsall and Duncan [ii) ) , 
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L 0 w=i/2 	( e )de 	. 	.. 	. 
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Thus w e co exp(i h) : h (J*(w) , h = hi 	Since 0 is an isometric 
*-isomorphism, , 
Z 	 (w) It f- '701 exp(i 11) : Ii C J*() , h h 
=Z-01 ecp(i k) : k C C(z) , k = 1c 
	
C 	731 exp(ik):kCA,kk*. 
We need some more definitions and the following proposition before 
proving Youngson' s Vidav-Palmer Theorem for complex Banach Jordan algebras. 
Definition 3.14 
-ç 	Let A be a Banach Jordan algebra and a £ A, hen La :' A -' A j. given 
by 	L(x) = a 0 x defines an operator in B(A) , the bounded linear 
Operators on A 
Definition 3.15 
Let A be a complex Banach Jordan algebra , for. T C B(A) let 
W(T) 	j f(T(x)) : x C A , f e At , U x 	lie f  II = f(x) 
W(T) is the spatial rnmierical range of T • Since A is a Banach space , 
B(A) is a Banach algebra and thus , (see Theorem 9.4 Bonsall and Duncan 
[10] ) , 	•'• 	(w()) = v(B(A),T) . 
Proposition 3.16 (Youngson [38]) 	 . 	. . 	.•. '. 
Let A be a complex Banach Jordan algebra and a C A, bben 
V(A,a) = V(B(A),L) w(L') 
Proof: 	If  CD(A,1) , then ii CII = Iii II =f(i) =1, and thus  
f(a) = f(a o i) e w(L) , and therefore 
V(A,a) CW(La)•• 
Now. suppose x £ A , f . 0 At such that 11 f  11 = I I i  11 = f(x) = I 
Let F : A 	, be given by F(b) = f(b o x) for b (A • Then F (A' 
4', 
and F(i) = f(x) = I , also •I F(b)  I ' II f  liii box 11 ( 11 b II 
for b (A , thus F (D(A,1) • Since f(a o x) = F(a) (V(A,a) we have 
w(L a ) CV(A,a) 
By (3.1) V(A,a) is closed and convex,thua 
W(L) V(A,a) = 00V(A,a) ooW(L) = V(B(A)La) 
Now Yomgson's Vid.av-Palmer Theorem for. complex Banaoh Jordan 
algebras 
Theorem 3.17 (Youngson [38:1 ) 
Let A be a complex Banach Jordan algebra such that 
A = Her(A) + iHer(A) and Hr(A) is a real subalgebra # then A is a 
JBalgebra 
Proof: First we define an involution in the obvious way • If x , y 
S (Her(A),let (x+iy)*x_jy.We now have to  show that ( 3s ) 
ho4s . 	. 	 . 
Suppose a (A and C*(a) is the closed *subalgebra generated by 
I , a , and a* • We are., going to show that C*(a) is isometrically 
*-isomorphic to a JC*_algebra , thereby proving the theorem 
First we need to know that Her(A) is a JB-algebra . By (3.8) Her(A) 
is a real Banach Jordan algebra and (2.2) and (2.3) are established, in the 
same manner as they were in Theorem_',.\.-  
Let C*(a) be the closed self-adjoint subalgebra generated by I , 
a , and a* • Let c( (a + a*) , i(a - a*) ) be the real closed subalgebra 
of. Her(A) generated by I , a .. a* , and i(a - a*) . Since 
C( (a + a*) , i(a. - a*) ) + I c( (a + a*) , i(a - a*) ) is a closed 
subalgebra containing I , a , and a* , we have 
C*(a) = c( (a + a*) , i(a - a*) ) + i c( (a + a*) , i(a - a*) ) 
By Corollary 2.15 , there exists IT , an isometric isomorphism going from 
C( (a + a*) , i(a - a*) ) onto a JC-subalgebra of a C*_algebra . Extend 
iT to C(a) • Let b = IT(a) . Then J4c(b) = ir(C*(a)) 
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Since 
max 	x 	y III 'II T(x) + I IT(y) II 	II ir(x + iy) II 
fl 
 
V(X) +iir(y) II 
	
( 2max { II xli , II ylI 	I , 
IT is a hoineomorphio *-isomorphism . Thus it remains to show that IT is an 
• isometry , we first show that for x C C*(a) I I x 	II v(x)  II 
• 	Let x E C*(a) with Ii IT(X) Iii 	i • since P(b) is a TB*-algebra , 
by Theorem 3.1 17(x) c 701 exp(i h) : h C J*(b) , Ii = h5 } . Thus. 
B 1 h, I Coot exp(i h) : liE J*(b) , h. = 1i5  J with  II 11(x) - h I • 0. 
Since 17 is a homecmiorphic *-isomorphism , if kn  = 1 (h) then 
k n c col exp(ij) : j C CS(a) , j j 	and 11 x - k fl -'0 • Thus 
J k1 	-, 	X 	BY (3.4) II k,  J I and thus 
lIxIIIIv(x)Il and 	lIwIli 
Let Z be the C*-algebra of which P(b) is a JC 5-aubalgebra • Suppose 
P , q c  , q.= i P define lq and ?q by. ] q(X) = qx and rq(x) = xq . 
Then 2 i L = 1q + r  and 1 and r  commute in B(z) ...For xe z 
(exp(2 i L))(x) 	XPlq + r)(x) = exp 1 ( exj r  (x)) 
= exp(q) x exp(q) = exp(i p) x exp(i p) 
= exp(i p),x,exp(i p)j . 	• • 	. 	 • 
Let in , n C C(a) , then 	• • 	 . . 
exp(2 i Lm  )(n)  
= if 1 (exp(i v(m)),lr(n),exp(i v(m))J) 
= il'(I1r(exp(im)),ir(n),,(exp(jMM) 
= éxp(i m),n,exp(i ni)} 
Next. let ht Her(C*(a)) , \hen by Proposition 3.16 	• 
e Her[B(C*(a))] and by Corollary 10.15 (Bonsall and Duncan [11]) 
Ii exp(i a Lh) II 	i , ( a c IR) . Thus 	
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II exp(i 2 Lh)-' I I = I Iexp( - i 2 Lh) II II exp(i 2 Lh) 
Hence exp(i 2 Lh)  is an isometry and 
lltezp(i h),x,exp(i. h)Jl 1= I I x 	, • (x c Cs (a)) . 
Thus by (1.8) 
ijlx,exp(i h),x} II 	I  texp(i/2 h),x,exp(i h),xj,exp(i/2 ii)j 
II texp(i/2h),x,exp(i/2h)1 2 [( 
' I I ep(i/2 h),x,exp( i/2 h) 	a 
= II x ha 	(xc C*(a)) . 
Now let ic, 77> 0' be given . Then 3 x E C* (a) such that I x 
and IhV(x) 	> ftir If -',. • Then II i7(x)  ii = II V(X) Ii and: so 
c i ir(x)ii 	exp(ih) : h c J*(b), h = h* } and hence 
xe c 	w(X) I I exp(i. k) : k c C*(a) , k 	• Thus 
3 z c 	71(x) 	co. 1 exp(i k) : k c C*(a) , k = k* }., I x - z I I < K and 
J91 exp(i. hj) with 	pj * I ir(4  I , : Pj > 0 and hj c .Her[C* (a)] 
Thus 
Ii tx,z,x} II 	PII lx,exp(i.hj),xI II 	.Pj lix II 
II.V(X) II r. II 	II 
Now 
x,x4sI,xj = x,z,x} - 	- 
and thus 
Il • [X$X* SXJI 	I gill Ix,z,xJ II + Ilu 	hI Ii.hI 	, 
since sc was aritrary • Hence 
	
ir(x) II 	= fl irx,x,xJ 	4 fin II 	and thus 
( I I ' II - ' ) 8 	I IV  112 • Since 17 was arbitrary , 
IIirII e. 	iT 112 	and thus Ij 7 = I and 1Ti an isometry . 
As a converse to Theorem 3.8 we have the following result of Wright . 
Ibwever we shall give Youngson'8 simplification (unpub1a1ied) of Wright's 
proof using. the above theorem 
Theorem 3.18 (Wright [351) 
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Let B be a JB-algebra , then there is a unique JB*_algebra , A , 
such that B = Her(A) 
Proof: Lij Since B is it real Banach apace let A be its complexifacation 
i.e. A=t(a,b):a,b(Bj with 
(a,b) + (o,d.) 	(a + c,b + d.) 	and. 
(a + i)(a,b) = (a a - 9 b. jO a + a b) 
We also give A the following product , 
(a,b) o (o,d) = ( a o c - b o d.,b 0 o + a 0 d) 
It can be shown ,(see Jacobson [20J Ch.i § 6), that A is a complex 
Jordan algebra . We define an involution * on A by 
(a,b)* = (a, - b) 
We shall write a typical element , x (a,b) , of A as x = a + i b 
Let a , b C B • Then , C(a,b) , the real closed. subalgebra 
generated. by I , a , And h , is by Corollary 2.15 isometrically isomorphic 
to a JC-subalgebra , J(a,b) , of a unital C*_a].gebra . Let 
C*(a,b) = C(a,b) + i (a,b) C A • We norm C*(a,b) by 
I I x + ± y I I = max 	x 	, 	y 	for x , y E. C(a,b) . As before 
C*(a,b) is homeomorphically *-isomorphic to a JC*_algebra , 
J(a,b) J(a.b)+ i J(a,b) . Hence we can apply the functional calculus 
to a and b in the usual manner • 
Let E 	exp(i a) : a c B. 1 , U = co(E). , then U is 
absolutely convex • Let x ( 0 be in the absolutely convex hull of E , 
i.e. x = Z Aj exp(i aj) with a  e B and Z J Xj  I 1. Let 
Oj E [o,i,] such that Aj 	I Aj I exp(i Oj) , c0s = E Xj I 'and 
Pj= I Aj  I (cos )' . Thus 0 <Pj < I , Z Pj = I , and so 
X E flj (exp(i (aj + Oj + )) f exp(i (aj + Oj — )) (U . 
Let x!, if  11 x I < I then x E U if x U then 
llxIIi .If lixil cI then by(ii) 
(exp(i arccos(x)) + exp( - i ar000s(x))) i 00(E) 	
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fxZAjexp(iaj) with Xj>0, EXji ,and ajcB. Then by(ii) 
X = (x + x) = E Aj oos(a J) and 	x 	Xj II oos(a j ) 
jy 	Uis absorbent. Suppose a , b C B)hen let n be such that 
a 	n/2 and f b 	4 n/2 . Thus by (iv) 2a /n , 2b /n CU. 
Hence I/n(a+ib)E U. 
Let p be the Minkowaki functional of U then p(x) II x II 
C B). Lot x  B if & > .O then p(a( p(a) + &)') < I and thus 
a(p(a) + S) 1 e U, hence ff a ff e. p(a)•. Let x C  if 6> 0 then 
a (ii a  if + &) 1 ii < I and 80 p(a( f a f + &)) 	i thus 
P(a) 	a 
p(a) p(a*) (a e A). Let a C A then p(a)'a c U • Thus 
P(a)- 'a Z pj exp(ihj) with E j I , 9j >0, and h  C B • By (ii) 
exp(i h )* = exp(- I h ) . Therefore p(a)'a* = E pj exp(- I hj) c U . 
• Hence p(a) 4 p(a)., and by symmetry p(a*) = p(a) . 
Let s be a semi-norm defined, on A as follows • Let 
B1 	x c B : f x  ff, 	i j , V = [cof( BI 0) , and a the Minkowsid 
functional of V • Then 
max I lix I[A  y  If I 	a(x+iy) 4. ' 2 max 	lix 1.1 	fl 	II I, 
and (A, a) is a Banaoh space • The proof of this is a straightforward 
adaptation of the assooiatwive algebra result , (see Proposition 13.3  
Bonsall and Duncan [11] ) . 
sand p are equivalent. First by construction if x C B 
then s(x) = if x  f = p(x) . If x., y C B then 
SW = I p( (x + i y) + (x - i y)) 4 p(x + i y) , by (vii) . Thus 
max 	(x) , (y) 	p(x + I y) p(x) .+ p(y) SW + s(y) 
2 Max a(x) , (y) } . 
Thus (As p) ia a complex Banach space and Jordan algebra . Also by (viii) 
C(a,b) is a closed aelf-adjoint *aubalgebra of A when a ,b E B. 
P is an algebra norm on A , i.e, p(x o y) 4 p(x)p(y) 
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It enough to show that if x o Y C U then 
to show that if a , b C B then exp(i a) o.exp(i b) eii . Let IT be a. 
homeomorphic*-isomorphi sm  from C*(a,b) to a JC-algebra , 
where p(a) and qv(b).Then 
II exp(i p) o ezp(iq) If 	II exp(ip) II Ilezp(i q) II 	I by (3.4) 
Ince exp(i p) o exp(i q) C 70 1 ezp(i h) : h e J*(p,q) , h = h* J , by 
Theorem 3.13 • Since is a hcmeomorphio *-isomorphism we have 
exp(i a) o exp(i b) e 7of exp(i k) : k C C(a,b) , k Ic* j CU. Thus 
(As p) is a complex Banaoh Jordan algebra 
B= Her(A). Let b CB a c 31t • hen exP(i a b) (U, and 
thus p(exp(i a b)) c 1 • Now 
1 	p(i) = p(exp(i a b) o exp(-. i a b)) p(exp(i a b) o exp(i ab)*) 
p(exp(i a b)) 2  • Thus p(exp(i a b)) = I and by (.4) b cHer(A) 
Hence •B CHer(A) . By the usua]. arguments , e.g. Proposition 3.7, 
B=Her(A). 	. 	. 
(,p) is a JB-algebra • So far we have shown that (A,p) 
is a complex Banach Jordan algebra and that A = B + i B = Her(A) + iHer(A) 
with Her(A) = Ba real aubalgebra • Therefore A is a JB-algebra by 
Theorem 3.17 • 	 . 	. 
We conclude this section with a corollary of Theoxem 3.17 
Corollaxy 3.19 (Youngson (unpublished.)) 
Let A be aJB-algebra and I a closed ii in'A • Then 1-:is self-
adjoint and A / I is s.JB°-algebra ., 
Proof: Obviously A,/ I is a complex Banach space and Jordan algebra 
A routine check verifies. (2.1) , thus A./ I i5 a complex Banach Jordan 
algebra • 	-. 	- 	 - 
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Let I 	I f C A : r(i) 	101 1 , and 0 : 	-, (A/I)'td.efined. by 
Of (a + I) f(a) NO is a linear isomorphism and 
D(A/.t,1 + i) 	0(I flD(A,1)) 
Next we show that A / I Her(A/I) r  iHer(A/I) . Let x + I C A /1, 
then x = h + i k , h , k E Her(A) . Let F C D(A,/I,i + I) , then 
3 f (D(A,1) Ci I such that Of = F . F(h + i) = (Of)(h + i) = t(h) i 	. 
Hence h+I,k+ICHer(A/I).Thus x+I(Her(A/I)+iHer(A/I). 
Letxcl , thenxh+ikwithh, kcHer(A) . As above 
h + I , k + I e Her(A/I) . Let F C D(A/I,1 ,+ I) .Then 
0 .  = F(x + i) = 	+ I) + i F(k + I) . Hence li , k CI • Thus 3& C I , 
and I is self—adjoint 
Finally we show that Her(A/I) is a real aubalgebra of A / I • Let 
x + I E Her(4/I) . Then x = h + i k , with h, k C.Her(A) . Thus 
x - h + I = i k + I C Her(A/I) fl iHer(A/I) = 101. Hence 
z'x -ier(&) , and thus 2 + I C Her(A/I) • 
§ 4 Automatic Closure in Banaoh Jordan Algebras 
Now we shall give the Jordan analogues of some of the automatic 
closure results discussed in Chapter II . 
Definition 4.1 (Topping EM] ) 	 . 
let A be a Banach Jordan algebra and I a -olcoed sub8paoe such that 
1- aCI,bEA imply a,b,aJI1enhisaquadratioiaeal. 
The equation , 
(4.1) a + b,o,a +bJ = 	a,o,aI + jb.c.bj + 2 ta,c,b 
shows that a quadratic ideal i8 a subalgebra 
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Proposition 4.2 
Let A be a J'B-algebra and I a closed self-adjoint quadratic idea]. 
in A • Than there exists an increasing bounded approximate identity , 
t ej CIr(I), for  
Proof: By an increasing bounded approximate identity for I we mean a 
net, te} CI, such that urn II a eA o a II =O(acl) , 
and -p 4 A implies 0 4 e 
JU  4 eA 
( 1 
Let A be the set of all finite subsets of I ordered by inclusion 
If A = al ,a,2, ... ,an  , let = E at 0 a. , then f E  Her(I) 
For each A , C*(f) is as usual associative and thus 
OX = A o ( n( x) -' + A 	f, 	+ f )- ' , f) I 	and 
+  
Obviously 0e A  IG 1, and ifpAthen n(p) 4 n(A)  and ffA. 
Hence I + n(p)f 
P 
4 I + n(A)f, and by Lemma 2.11 (iii) 
I - e) 	(i + n(A)f)" 1 	(i + n()t) 1 	e 
Thus e ( eX • Also we have 
(4.2) 	te - l,tA,eA -11 =  n( 
 'k)- 2 fk o (n(A)1 
+ 
f) -2 	(4n(A))'1, 
and by Proposition 2.10 teA - 1, aL 0 at,e  
Let a , b 4 A ,'hen by (1.7) and (1.8) 
(Ua(b2 )) 2  = ta,tb2 ,a2 ,b2 1,aj =ta,Ub, 1 ,bJ,a2 ,tb,1,bfl,aJ 
= ta,tb,tb,a2 ,bJ,bJ,aJ = UUbUb,a,bJ) 




U(b2 ) 112 = II (u(b2)) 2 11 	lIT Ub(tb,a2 ,bI)II 
4 II 3!J' II II 	b,a2,b} 	= II U()  11 11 U(a2) II. 
Hnoe 	I U•(b2) II 	II Ub(a2 ) fl and by symmetry 
IlUa(b) II = It Ub(a2 ) II 
By Macdonald's Theorem and di.reot calculation 
(a o b) 2 = U(b) a b + 1/4 U(b2 ) + 1/4 ub(a) 
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Thus by Lemma 2.11 (ii) 
ao b 112 	H U (b) 	b I) + 	II u (b2) II a a 
Ii'u a (b) 11 II b  II 
Hence 	 - 
II (e 	o (aL o at) II 
II te ) -'1,4 	0 at,e - 1 	I I a' 0 at 
aj I 1 (4n(X)) 1 . 
Thus 	e 	is an increasing bounded approximate identity for Her(I) , 
and thus for Her(I) . Since I = Her(I) + iHer(I) , I e J is a 
bounded approximate identity for I 
- 	 The arguments used above are a straightforward adaptation of a 
similar result concerning a 'closed ideal in a JB-algebra given in 
Alf sen , Shultz , and Strmer [4] . The following is a JB--version of, a 
result of Combes (see coro1la7 32.1 .10 ) 
Theorem 4. 
Va closed ideal in A • Suppose I is 
a closed self-ad.joint quadratic ideal in A • Then for all a C A 
lL.a+i.II 	II a 	(a) II 	i3Il a'-U'(a) 113 II: a+iII IS 	 eA 
and 	i 	.1 + J is a closed quaratio ideal • 
Proof: By (1.6) and (1.4)  
a - U. (a) = 2 (i - eA) o a - u 	(a) . Hence eX 	 eA- l 
.11 a 	'U   (a) IL 	2 II (i - eA) o a 	+ II U 	4 (a)  
A 	 A
-
" 	- 	-' 
Let a C  , b e I since e 	is an approximate identity for I and by 
a 	(a)  
2fl 11(1 —'e,) o (a+b) 11 + Mm II u 
7
1(a+b) II .3••LI a + b LI. OA 
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Therefore 
II a+xfl G lim 	a - U ex  (a) II 4 'imIIa - u ex (a) II 4 511a+III 
By (4.1)1 + 3 is a quadratic ideal • To show .  that I + J .  i8 closed 
we shall show that [3] , the image of 3 wider the canonical injection 
A+A_I,is closed . 	 - 
Let [b] c [] , then 3 o c J with [o] = [b] . There exists a such 
that 	o - Ue () II 	H c - u (o) II 	6 	Ec] H 	6  I [b]  II. 
a 	 eX 
Set a = o -U(c) . Thus for all [b] C [3) , 3 a E 3 such that 
[a] 	[b] and 	a 	6 J [b]  II 
Now suppose { [bn] I is a sequence in 3 with [be ) - (b] E A - I 
Since I [bn] J is Cauchy we may suppose 11 [bn] - [b_,] 	67n• 
Choose a 1 c 3 with [a 1 ] = [b 1 ] , then a2 E J with [a2 ) = [b2 ) - [b1] and 
H a2 	6 fl [b2] - [b1) H 4 6' . Then inductively choose an ' C  
such that [an] 	[be] - [b_ 1 ) and 11 an 	6 jJ [be]+ - [b_1) H 
v£!fl+1 ( 	• 
Then Ea converges to a e 3 and [a] = [b). 
If Ais a JB-algebra and 3 is a closed ( quadratic) ideal then 
3 + i 3 is a closed (quadratic ) ideal in the JB*_algebra A + I A • Thus 
by the above theorem the sum of . a closed ideal and a closed quadratic 
ideal in a JB-algebra' is closed 
The following is an adaptation of Theorem 11.2.7 
Theorem 4.4 
Let A be a JB-algebra . I a. closed ideal , and B a JB*_subalgebra 
with I . Then I + B is a JBalgebra 
Proof-S , By Corollary 3. 194 A / I is a JB-algebra and. it will therefore 
be enough to show ,  that 4'(B) is closed , where is the canonical map 
A • A / I • Let ç(i be the restriction of to B • Then fr, the natural 
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lifting of fb to B / B fl I,ia an injeotive •-homomrphiam of JB-algebras , 
hence by Theorem 3 .9 çtr is an isometry . Thus (B) çb(B / B n i) is 
closed. 	 - 
Theorem 4.5 
Let A be a JB*_algebra and B a real closed -aubalgebra with I . 
Suppose C is a real closed self-adjoint subspaoe such that b e B , 
o,d e C imply b o o E C - jo o.0 & e B , then the following are equivalent 
BflC!01. 
. • o=01. 
(in) 	b+o0,beB,ceC imply b0. 
(iv) 	ma±1I b II , II ell  J 	2 II b + C II 
(bEB,oEC) 
If any of the. above hold, then B + C is a real closed *_subalgebra. 
Proof: Ii) ' ( ii) Let c C C' . Then 02  C B and  = (2)2 E B , since 
B is a real closed -subalgebra with I , thus c = 0  
(ii). -, (ii (B nc)' C 	= lol , Let x e B fl C , then 3'& 0 x = 0. 
Since C*(x) is a JC-algebra me ,. have xx = - x'x = 0 
(ii) • (iii) Suppose b + 0 O with b C B and 0 e C • Then, (by 
(ii) '(a) ) , b — b = c* —0 CB flC = ; . 101 .+.. So letb =b" -b with 
b 	B' and b' 0 b= .0 , (by Theorem 3.8 and Proposition 2.6) 
By Theorem 2,10U (b + o) 0 and, thus u.(o) ? (b7) 8,* • But 
Ub_(o) C C" = 	, hence b 0 • 	 . 
(iv) Suppose I I b + C 	I then 	. 
II (b+o)*o(b+o) II 	i , thua 
I — b* 0 b 0* 00 (b* 00+0* 0 b) =1 -(b + o) o (b + o) 0 0.. 
• Hence b 0 b 4 I ,j\ainoe c*(b) 
:'3 
a.J'c*_a].gebra 	b 	. 	. Similarly 
11011 16 2.  
	
(4) • (i) eeennna.j. 	. 	-. . I 	 •. 
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Corollary 4.6 
Let A be a JB-algebra , B a JB*subalgebra with I , and C a closed 
self-adjoint subspace such that b C B , c , ci C C Imply b 0 0 C C and 
0 0 ci C B • Then B + C is a JB-algebra 
Proof: Let D = (B + C), then D is a JB*_algebra and B (.0 is a closed 
ideal in D • By Corollary 3 .i9 D / B fl C is a JB-algebra • Let be the 
canonical map from D to D/B n  • Since B n  CB and B n  CC 
4(B) and (c) satisfy the kpotheses of Theorem 4.5 • We shall show that 
.condition  (i) of Theorem 4.5 also holds. 
Suppose 4(x) C (B) A (c) . Then x = b + m = o + n with b C B , 
CCC, and m , n (BAG • Thus b c - rn +n CC, therefore x (B AC. 
Hence (x) = 0 • Thus (B +c) = O(B) + ( c) is closed. , hence B + C 
is closed and hence a JB*_algebra 
We give a restatement and generalization of Corollary 4.6 
Theorem 4.7 
Let A be a JB-algebra ; 'and. E0 , Es , ... , En_i be n clóed 
subspaces of A such that , 
(i) 	ICE0 , 
EL oEjC EL+J c() 	Oi,jn-j, 
EL * CE..s. mod(n) 	0 4i4 n - I 
Let C = B1 + E2 + ... + E... 1 • If n 2 , or B0 A C = 101 and Z = 2k for 
some k c 3N , then 	E0.+ C is a 3B-algebra 
Proof: If n = 2 then we have a restatement of Corollary 4.6 , So suppose 
E 0 AC = 10 and. we shall proceed by induction on k 
Suppose the results holds for n = 	let n. = 2k , then B0 , B 3 
E4 , •.. , E2k_9 are:2'oloaedaubspaoeaofAouoh that 
(1) 	lIEU 
• 	- 
- 	 -J 	 mod.(2') - 	 .. 
CE_i. mod(2'') 	
j 	p , 4 , ••, 	- 2 , 
'and. thus by the induction hypothesis, 
B0 = E 0  + E2 + ... + E(_ 2)is a TB*-algebra 
Suppose m C C1 M E2 + E4 + 04-0 + E(2k_2) with m ) 0 Then since 
B0 is a JB-algebra , n , the positive square root of in is in Bo • Hence 
U m no + Ua + U4 + ... + fl(3C_2) 'with n i. C EL.. Then 
m = ii2 = fl 0 U = 21 	0 no + n2* 0 n2 + ... + n(k)* o naK...3) + d. , 
with d C C, • Then 
no. 
0 no + 112* 0 n2 + ... + fl(3k_3)* 0  fl(2K_2) 	CEO fl C1 	tol. . Thus 
0 and hence (c, 4.  = 101 . 
Let B, = E, + E3. + ... + E(2 k_ i)  and vie shall show that B, is closed. 
Let a c B, with a 	1.1 I 	, 	a = a + as + ... + a(aL_l) 9 and it shall be 
shown that II 	a  II •2 • Since a 	o a C Her(A) and II a 0 a 
we have 
o 4 1 .- (a* 0 a) = I - (a,* 0 a, + as * 0 as + ... + a((_,)*  • a(_i)) + 0 
with b = I - al. 0 al + a o as+ ... + a(ak_,)* 0 a(2k_1)) CE0 , and 
0 (Ci. 
Thus wehaveb+o0;aain Theorem 4.5(ii).(ji),bO. 
Thua ai. 0ai1 As C(a) isaJC*-a1gebra,a fl • Therefore 
B, is closed • Since B 0 and B, satis1y the hypothesis of the theorem for 
the case n = 2 , S0 + C= B0 + B, is aJB-algebra ,. 
Corollary 4.8 
Let B be a real closed self-iradjoint subalgebra of' a JB*_algebra , 
then B + i B is a JB-algebra. 
Proof: Let C 	I BJ ,'then as in Corollary 4.6 CJ(B fli'B)ia a 
JB-algebra • Let be the 'oanonioal map C - C /(B fl i B), then 4(B) is 
a real closed self-ad.joint subalgebra with I Also we have 
'(B) fl i O(B) = oJ , and thus by Theorem 4.5 4( 	 d. 	
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B) + i 4(B) is close 
Therefore B + i B is a JB*_.algebra 
The above corollary generalizes a result of Bonsai]. [8) and Bonsai]. 
and Rosenthal (1 21 which stated that if B was a real closed Jordan 
eubalgebra with I of a ôcnplex unital Banach algebra such that 
B C Her(B) . i Her(A) and B fl i B 101 , then B + i B was closed and 
home omorphical].y -iscmiorphio to a 3C-algebra • The condition 
B C Her(B) + i Her(A) is equivalent to the requirement that B is self - 
adjoint under a Hermitian involution • -The 1. condition B fl I B,= 101 
oou]4 not be removed in the manner of Theorem 11.2.6 because 
JB*_algebras were not well enough developed at the time • Using Theorem 
3.17 and Theorem 4.7 we can remove the condition B fl I B = 101 
Theorem 49  
Let A be a complex unital Banach algebra and B a real closed sub-
algebra with I such that B CHer(B) + i Her(A) , then 'B + i B is 
isometrically *_isomorphic to a JC*_algebra .  
Proof: Let C = (B +.i B) , R = Her(B+ -iB) , and- 
 
S Her(C) . Then 
B+iB=R+iR.Also S+iSCC.=(R+iR)C(3j3)+j3, 
Thus C=S+i. • 
First we show that R is aj\,Jorclan aubalgebra , since R is a)taubapace 
\tc it is enough to show that xE Rimplies x2 R • So. -let x C R , than 
C B + i B R + I R ard thus x2 =p + i q with p , q C R 1. Than 
x(p + I q) = 	= (p + I q)x , hence. (xp - px) = i(qx - xq) • By Lemma 
38.2 (Bonsai]. and Duncan [ii) ) , q> - px Her(A) ( iHer(A) 	101 . Hence 
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V(x2 ) = 00 Sp(A,x 2) C 	• Thus x2 c  
Now we show that S is a real Jordan subalgebra of C • Let x C S , 
then x = urn X + lyn , with xn yn E R . By [10] Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 
5.8 , Ij y 11 	e 	X - Xn + iYn II . Hence yn +O • Therefore 
• Hence x2 C Her(A) . 
Since C is a complex Banach Jordan algebra and S is a real Jordan 
subalgebra we have , by Theorem 3. 17  , that C is a JB*_algebra . Then 
B is a real closed. self-ad.joint Jordan subalgebra with I Of a JB- 
Co\\j4algebra  and by P47 B + i B is a JB*_algebra • Finally since 
S is special , by Theorem 2.13 , S is isometrically isomorphic to a 
JC-algebra • Thus by Theorem 3.9 B + i B is isometrically *..j somorphjo 
to a JC*_algebra 
We finish this section with a generalization of a result of Bonsall 
(7] and.191. ThiS 	ation is an unpublished result of 
M . Youngaon 
• 	 For the rest of this section A will denote a complex Banach Jordan 
algebra , Sp(a) = Sp(A,a) , 	r(a) = sup 	A : A c Sp(a) 	, and 
1a) denotes the closed aubalgebra Of A generated by 1)m1 ', whenever 
______ 	• 
• 	 Definition 4.10 
Let Q be a subset of-A with I C Q . 
(i)Ifx,ycQ,ac]implIyx+y,ax(Q,  then Q 
- 	 isaviedge. 
If x C Q implies (i + x) 1 c Q , then Q is type-0 
(iii)Ifx, y E Q , a C]R and C(x,y) is associative imply 
• 	 XOY,X+y,axeQ then Qjaa local aemjgebra. 
(iv) If x , y I Q imply lx,y,xj I  Q # then Q is 	
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locally multiplicative 
Our aim 18 to show that if W is a closed type-0 locally 
multiplicative wedge and j 	(1 + WY , ( I : w 1W J is bounded then , 
r( ) , the spectral radius is an equivalent norm on W W and 
( W - W, r ) is a JB-algebra • As a corollary we obtain a 
characterization of TB-algebras 
Lemma 4.11 
Let plsa(A) 	a e A : Sp(a) (]R . aplsa(A) is a type-0 
semi-algebra and contains all other local semi-algebras and locally 
multiplicative wedges which are type-O . splaa(A) is called the spectral 
local semi-algebra of A. 
Proof: Clearly ]R8plsa(A) C splaa(p) and I C aplaa(A) . Let 
x , y C aplaa(A) such that C(x,y). is associative • By Proposition 5.1 
x , yl aplsa(C(x,y)) ainoe Sp(-x) ; Sp(y) C II By the Gelfand 
representation- of C(x,y) z +y, x o y c splsa(C(x,y)) C splaa(A) 
Now suppose Q is type-0 and i3 á lOcal semi-algebra or a locally 
multiplicative wedge. Since x  Q , a >O.imply -Y. 
(a + x) 1 all +a x) 1 e Q we have 	
0• 
(4.3) 	xcQ  implies sp(x)n(  it) coJ • 
Suppose a £Q and r etO I sp(a), with r> C) and 8 1R • To show that 
SP(a) c 	we may , by (4.3) , assume 0 < 0 I < • Choose. n I IN 
such that 7/2 ic n I 0 1< v,--and-letb an • From the definitions 
b 9 Q and rn. e, 
Lae
.1 Sp(b) . Thus 3 y> 0 , I I I. 8U0h that 
-y + i& I Sp(b) .. 	+b) 2 C Q and. _62 I Sp((y + b) 2 ) contradicting 
(4.3) • Thus Sp(a) C lit. 
Lemma 4.12 
Let Q be a closed type-0 local semi-algebra or a closed type-0 
locally multiplicative wedge • Then a ( Q and a r(a) imply a - a E Q 
Proof: Leto cQ with r(c) <1 . Then (I o) 1 1 +b with 
b ! 0k  E Q ( of. Theorem 2.9. Bonsa.11 and Duncan [11) ) • Thus 
I 
I - o (1 + b ) c Q since  Q i8 type-0 • Hence a> r(a) implies 
a -a 9 Q • As Q is closed the result holds when a = r(a). 
For the rest of this section W will be a closed type-0 locally 
multiplicative wedge and R = w - W will denote the real linear span of W. 
Theorem 4.13 
(i) 	W = R fl splsa(A) 
a €R implies Sp(a) C It 
R is a real closed 	aubalgebra of A containing .1 
(iv) 	The spectral radius is subad.ditive On . R • 
(k1'ô 	Conversely if S is a subset of A sat,sfing (ii), (iii) , and (iv) , their 
if V = S fl aplsa(A) then V is a closed type-0 locally multiplicative 
wedge and SV -V. 
Proof: (i) and (ii) Let a c  with a = x - y where x, y E W. Let 
a = r(y). Then a + a x + (a — y) e W , by Lemma 4.12. By Lemma 4.11 
Sp(a +.a) c It + and time Sp(a) c i . it a e aplsa(A)tben 	: 
•r(a + a) .= r(a) + a, thus r(a) - a = r(a+ a) - (a + a) t W • For x ('A 
withSp(x) CIRwe have' 
(4.4) 	 Sp(x).0 R' it and only it r(r(a) - a) 4 r(a) 
Thus a= r(a) - (r(a) - a) e W,by Lemma 4.12 • Thus R n splsa(A) cw, 
and the opposite inclusion follows from Lemma 4.11 
(iii) Obviously R is a real linear subspace • Let a C R 	with 
an -'a (A • Choose Po E ]M such that m , n Po imply II a6. an fl.< I 
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(ç 	By 	(il),(a - an) C IR • By Loma-+r.-1- in Po implies 
I +a Po- am CW. Since Wis closed 
oil +a - aEW,anilthusacR, 
-Hence R is closed. 
Let a C R , we shall show that a 2 C  • Let x , y C W such that 
a = x — y • Let z = x +y , then x2 , y2 , Z2 CW • And so 
then a o b 	( (a + b) 2 - a2 - b2 ) i R • Thus R is a real closed sub- 
algebra of A 
(iv) Let a,bCR.Than r(a)*a,r(b)*bCW,byLemma 
4.12 • since w is a wedge r(a) + r(b) (a + b) C W and thus by (i) 
r(a + b) 4 r(a) + r(b) 
appose S is a subset of A satisfing (ii) , (ill) , and (iv) , 
and v = s 0 aplsa(A). Let v1 , v2 e V then Sp(vL) C [ 0 , r(vL) 3 ., 
i=1,2. Thus by(4.4) and (jv) 
r(r(vj) + r(v3) - (Vi + Vs)) r(r(v,) - Vi) + r(r(v2) - v) 
r(VI) + r(v2) . 
By (ii) Sp(vj + v2) C ]R and thus by (4.4) Sp(v, + V9) C ]R, hence 
V1 + V3 C V • ObvIOualy .  A e 3R + and v C V imply A v Or V • Thus V is a 
wedge. 
Suppose an C V with an  a £ S • Then 
r(ll a 	—a)=r(Ll a 11 - II ap 	an II 	an +ap —a) 
U all - II an II +r(lI.an II —a) +r(ap-a)... 
Since an C V 's 	... 	we have r(Il an II - an) 	II an 11 	thus 
r(LI a ] —a) f. II a[j + r(an - a) 	a 	+ 	an - a 11 , torn C. 
Hence r(II a  fl —a) 	fl a  fl ,Ahenoe a C V • Thus V is closed. 
Let v c V, then (i + v) -' C aplaa(A) by Lemma 4.11 • If ' 
a> I + r(v) =r(1 + v) aria x---  cf1(a - i v) , then r(x) <land. 
1 +-v = a(i - ic) • 50(1 * v) -1 = - d 	C S • Thus Vistype-O. 
0 
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Finally we show that V is locally multiplicative • Let Vi V2 (V, 
then by (iii) JVI,V2,VI I C S . If r > 0 , then 77 + V 	is invertible 
and (i + v,) V • Thus 3 8> 0 ., w C V such timt (77 + Vi) 2 = 8+w 
Since Visa wed.ge,w + v3 C ,Vand 80 6 + w +v2 (V and is invertible 
Let x = 07 + vi) -' + v2,then x C V and is invertible • Then 
+ v 1 ),x,(7) + Vi)j C Sand i8 invertible by Proposition 1.4 • Thus 
i + (ii + vi),v 3,(7 + Vi) 9 s and is invertible • Since 
+ vi),v2 1 (7) + v01) C 3R 	we have 
sp(R1+ vi),v2,(77 + vi)J) Cit 9 , as i + 107 + vi),v2,(7) + Vi) is 
invertible for all v2 CV • Since V is closed. J VIV2V1 I CV. Thus 
V is locally multiplicative 
Proposition 4.14 
a C R implies a2 C W 
r(a o b) 4 r(a)r(b) , (a , b CR) 
iii) W((- W)aCR:r(a).=OIiaan ideal inR.. 
Proof: W follows from Theorem 4.13 (iii) , (ii) , and (i) • 
(ii) Let a,b(R • By(i)(a-tb) 2 cWfort C 3Rand 80 
a2 - 2 t(a o b) + t 2b2 C W • Also r(a2) - a2  4, r(b2 ) -.' b 2  C W and thus 
r(a2 ) ­2 t(a o b) + t2r(b2 ) W 
• If A C.Sp(a o b) , then r(a2 ) - 2 At +t2r(b2 ) 0 .Thus 
A2 r(a2)r(b2 ) , an hence 	4 r(a)r(b)  
If,  a 	n (- w) then Sp(a) C 	(.. 1 0 1 
• Conversely suppose Sp(a) =101 then a  W t)'( W) *) Since w (—w) is 
closed linear subspace , (ii) hows that it is an ideal 
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Proof: We may assume that r(w) < i • Then r(1 - 	< 1 , by (2.6) 
3 x e C(w) fl R such that 2 = w • Since C(w) is associative Sp(x) C IR 
by the spectral mapping theorem • Then x ( C(w) fl W and as w is 
invertible x is also 
Lemma 4.16 
LetxeR, wIW, then tx,w,xj ew. 
Proof: Let 77 > 0 and o = w + T • Then o is invertible • Then by Lemma 
4.153 b(Wwith 	=o and b invertible .By(4.8) 
UbUX(o) = UbU 	Jb s x,,bj 2( W , by Proposition 4.14 (i) . Since b is 
invertible 3 8 > 0 , a ICWwith b & + a . Let &=b_1 . Then d. C W. 
Also since W is locally multiplicative u(w) C.W • Thus 
U(o) UdUbUx(x) 1W • Thus for al].vg > 0 s, x,w + ,x C  • The result 
foil OWS since W is closed.. 
Theorem 4.17 
Suppose M> 0 such that for all  1 W W) . fl.<)à . 
Then. 	. 	. 
wn(-  w) = 1 01 , 
Each w c W has a. square root w 2 1 W ,Wi is a limit of 
real polynomials in w • 
Proof: Let w w n (- w) • By Proposition 4.14 (iii) r(w) = 0 , and 
thus i - z w is invertible in. A for all. z' c 9 Now 
z w) o(i - zw) I -(z+ z*)w+I z 	a 1,+w' 
......................................... r 	fox eome w' W , since Sp(w) = o} • Thus 
$j (i - z w)' U cM  11 (1 - zhsw) u II 1 . 	. 1! II (1 - z*w) II 
Let ft As , (z) = f( (1 - z w) ' ) , then is entire and. bounded. on 
For z C 
I 	(z) 1 	lIt 1111(1 -zw)' II 4 M  II f  II Iii -Zw l 
(II f 	max( i 	11w II)) (i +1 z I) 
By an extension of Liouville' s Theorem 4 is constant • Thus as 
(z) f(i) + zf(w) + ... , f(w) 0 • Hance by the Hahn-Banach Theorem 
w0. 
Let  (W , byLenuna 4.14 (i)v n c 3N 3x EWflC(w) such that 
4 	fl 1 +w.Then 
(x - x) o Orm + X) m 1 - n__ I 
Also as x - 	CRfl eplga(A) = w , x.+ x 	+ n + v for some 
v W • Thus II (xm + 	I I 	M (in 	+ n 	Hance. as C(w) is 
associative 
	
I I 	I 
-I 	I 	 .•_ I 	.- . -. [I (xm 	X) II ' m —n I M  I rn 	+n
v.. 	
=M rn -n 
Thus 	3rn is Cauchy and ,thus converges to x C(w) n  • Moreover 
x 2 =umx 2 lim (w+fl) - =. 
Theorem 4.18 
The following are equivalent •• 
(i)3M> osuolitliatil (i+w)_I II<M, (wW) 
(ii) Vt is a normal cone , i.e. 3 K> 0 such that 
. II xfl Xcii x + y II, (x,yeW) 
r() and fl. fl are equivá].ent norms on R 
If air of the above conditions hold. then R with the spectral rad.±ua norm 
is a JB-algebra. 	 : 
Proof: (i) -, (iii) By Theorem 4.13 iv 	4.14 (ii) , and 
Theorem 4.17 (i) r(.) is a algebra norm on R ad. r(x) 4 I I x I . (x e it). 
suppose x c R and r( x) = . ga.. Then p( i + x) C [ 12- 3/2) and thus 
(i + x)' 1W and Sp( (1 + x)) C [2/3 , 21 • So (i + x) 1 = 2/13+ w 
where w C  . Then 1+ x 3/2(1+ 3/2 w)- .1 and so 
II X11 	I + 11 x + I II. 	/2 M + I 	(M + 2)r(x) . Hence r(.) and 64 
• 	are equivalent 
(iii) -, (ii) Let x, y LW • men r(x + y) - (x + y) c w and 
80 r(x + y) - x LW • Thus r(x) 4 r(x + y) . So 
Xlix 
Il) ' Ci) If w LW then (i + w) 1 is invertible in W • Thus 
3 x  C(w) flW such that x2 (i + w) - I . since x 2 , jx,w,xj c WO we have 
Ii (1 + w)_1 II = II x 	f r1fJ x + {x,w,xJ 
Now suppose that (i) , (ii) , and (iii) hold. • Then as was shown 
in (i) -, (iii) r(i) is an equivalent norm on R • By (ii) for u , v c  
r(u) 4 r(u + v) . By Theorem 4.14 (i) and Theorem 4.17 (ii), w is the. set 
of all squares of elements of R • Hence r(.) satisfies (2.3) 
aatisfiea (2.2) since r(a3) = r(a) 2 . Thus (R,r) is a J'B-algebra 
We conclude with a corollary which characterizes JB-algebras.. 
• Corollary 4.19 
Let S be a real aubalgebra of A containing the unit • Then S is  
a JB-algebra in an equivalent norm if and only if 
(i) S is closed., 	• 
	
 
SP(a) C 3R, (a e s) , 	 S 
is subaâ.&itjve on S , and 
(iv) 3M> 0 Such that j (1 + x2 )_ 1 ll <M , (x C s) 
Proof: Suppose S satisfies (i) to (iv) . Let V = S n splsa(A) . By 
Theorem 4.13 V is a closed type-0 locally multiplicative wedge and 
S = V - V. By Lemma 4.15 the invertible elements of V have square roots 
Thus by (iv) 11 (i + v)'. fl < M for all invertible v V . If 'x : V 
let.v= x+ I/n then­  _v is invertible and v5 -'x .Sinoe 1 
invertible and ( i + V ) - ( i + x) 1 we have: ]j (i + x)' I I c M 
for all x C  V • By Theorem 4.18 (S,r) is a JB-algebra and r(') is 
equivalent to ' 
Conversely suppose I I ' II is an equivalent norm on S such that 
S is.a JB-algebra . ( i) i8 immediate • If x e S then 
r(x) 	urn 	x 	111/'2f% 	urn fl x2 111/2n 	x  III 
and (iii) follows • Then by Proposition 2.9 and Theorem 3.1 (viii) 
(ii) follows • Finally by (2.14),r((I + x )_1) i • Thus 
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